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Code Enforcement and Zoning Administration
Heather McNally, Code Enforcement Director…………………………..894-5960 ext 1
Economic Development - Tom Bartell, Director……………………………………….892-1936
Emergency - Police, Fire, Rescue………………………………………………………………...911
Finance – Brian Wolcott, Director…………………………………………………………...892-1907
Fire-Rescue - Chief Brent Libby…………...……………………………………………………....892-1911
Deputy Chief John Wescott…………………………………………………………….892-7851
Human Resources – Phyllis Moss, Director……………………………………………..892-1907
Library— Jennifer Alvino, Director……………………………….…………………………...892-1908
Parks and Recreation – Linda Brooks, Director….……………………………...…..892-1905
Dundee Park (seasonal)…………………………………………………………………...893-2415
Planning – Ben Smith, Director………………..…………………………………………...…...894-5960 ext 2
Amanda lessard, Planner…………….…………………………………………..……..894-5960  ext 2
Police – Chief Kevin Schofield………………………………………………………………......892-2525
Lieutenant James Boudreau……………………………………………………….…...892-2525
Public Works – Douglas Fortier, Director…………………………………………......892-1909
Social Services
Food Pantry, Clothes Closet – Colette Gagnon...……………………..892-1931
General Assistance — Rene Daniel  ………………………………………………..892-1906
Tax Assessor – Elisa Trepanier ...……………………………………………………………...894-5960 ext 3
Tax Collection/Vehicle Registration – Judith Heggeman……………………...892-2511
Town Clerk – Linda Morrell……………………………………………………………………...892-1900
Deputy Clerks – Rita Bernier and Judy Vance……………………………...892-1900
Town Manager – Anthony Plante………………………………….…………………………...892-1907
Web Address:  www.windhammaine.us
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Report of the Town Council Chairwoman
Donna Chapman
TO RESIDENTS OF THE TOWN OF WINDHAM
As I began to compose this letter, I realized how quickly my first year has passed as Chairwoman
of the Town of Windham. It has been a year with many rewarding moments, as well as many
changes and challenges. Though a year of transition, we made solid progress on many fronts and
will continue these projects moving forward, while trying to minimize tax increases.
I am honored to be the Chairwoman in Town Council. This legacy of leadership is a tribute to the
success and stability of the Town of Windham, and to the belief in the importance of our purpose
held in common with us by our Town Council Members and Tony Plante Town Manager over so
many years. Personally, I am truly humbled to lead the incredibly talented and dedicated people
of the town of Windham and the Town Council.
One challenge all of us in town government face is keeping taxes low and providing excellent cus-
tomer care and services to our residents. This is true in our ever expanding population, a growing
middle class and the aging population in our community. The scale and complexity of the budget
is magnified when combined with the RSU 14 budget. It is my belief that providing high-quality
service to residents and businesses in the community in a sustainable manner is the Town Man-
ager and Council’s greatest challenge. But it is also the greatest hope for a better future for every
individual, every family, every business and every town employee in Windham.
The passing last month of former Councilor Tommy Gleason reminded us all that the simple set of
beliefs defined in Our Mission can guide our Town through all the challenges and complexities of
these or any time. My overarching goal as Chair is to ensure that our nearly 17, 000 residents,
business owners and town employees around the community will always be united by a common
Vision and Mission in Windham.
Thank you all for allowing me this role as Chairwoman,
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T o
Town Manager’s Annual Report
“Changes aren’t permanent, but change is.” Change is one of the only constants in life, and that’s
as true of the life of a community as it is of each of us as individuals. What can we do, and what do
we do, to affect those changes in a positive way and help ensure the outcomes we want? The first,
and most important, thing to do is get involved. I can hear you now, “What? You want me to sign
up for a committee? Or to run for Council?’ If those are ways of getting involved that suit you,
sure. But not all “getting involved” means signing up for something or running for office. Watch or
attend meetings, get familiar with the issues, contact Council members – or me – and let us know
your thoughts, concerns, and ideas. Just getting involved doesn’t guarantee a particular outcome,
but NOT getting involved guarantees your perspective isn’t considered.
Issues related to how much change Windham has gone through over the last decade, or two,
three, four, and more decades, took up a lot of Council and staff time over the last year. Planning
for the community’s needs – present and future. We have a lot of catching up to do after many
years of growth and too little investment in facilities and infrastructure. The town is working on a
new comprehensive master plan update, incorporating the 21st Century Downtown plan, updating
its capital facilities plan, and coming up with a more workable approach to wastewater manage-
ment and ground water protection needs in the North Windham area. We are putting that focus on
planning to work internally as well and developing an organizational strategic plan – expressing our
mission, vision, and values, and answering questions about what it is we’re here to do, what ser-
vices to provide, and at what level. This is all intended to guide how we make decisions about
those services and budgets, and how we report to you about whether we’re achieving what we in-
tended.
Following the retirements of both a long-time fire-rescue chief, Charlie Hammond, and police chief,
Rick Lewsen, the town’s two public safety departments have new leaders. We welcome Brent Libby
as fire-rescue chief from a similar position in nearby Standish, and Kevin Schofield from his posi-
tion as chief with the Bridgton Police Department. Windham’s parks and recreation director, Brian
Ross, also decided to retire, and has been succeeded by Linda Brooks, also from a similar position
with the town of Standish. We look forward to their contributions to the management team and the
community.
I’ve said it before, but I’ll say it again: Windham is a great town. It is the Lakes Region’s market-
place, an integral part of Greater Portland, and it will continue to be a great place to live, work,
raise a family, and have a business. In the years (decades? centuries?) ahead the trees and fields
will still be green, the water clear, and the people engaged, friendly, and hard-working. And we’re
all going to work together to make it happen so that, in the years to come, others will look back
and say we did.
Anthony T. Plante, Town Manager
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Every year we take a look around us and every year we have amazing students who are at the
helm of the RSU 14 ship, offering us their voices, and selecting a variety of real-world choices as
they cultivate a personalized education that meets their needs. Of course, their education choices
would not occur without a school community of dedicated, caring and highly accomplished employ-
ees who foster a personalized education for every student that is self-directed and rich with the
most advanced technology to aid our mission, “Success for All.” Our school-wide employees are
committed to learning and discovering new teaching methods that encourage a vivacious entrepre-
neurial spirit ingrained in the culture of this fine organization. The wider school communities sup-
port us in reaching our goals. Your support is the very definition of the forward thinking this school-
community strives for each and every year and it is greatly appreciated.
It’s time once again to plan for the next five years to ensure “Success for All” students. The new
strategic plan will steer us into the future and will be the driving force to implement new strategies
and goals – setting our sails for successful outcomes so that our students will have the knowledge
and skills to solve real world issues. This past school year, one of the life boats of the strategic
planning team, comprised of parents, school staff and community members, developed a survey to
gather important information about each school in our district. The survey was widely distributed to
community members, students and staff by way of our website, at all schools, town offices, librar-
ies, publicly advertised in local newspapers, and even an electronic scan code. In order to collate
the data and identify top themes for the Strategic Writing Committee, a meeting was hosted with a
variety of stakeholders. As a result, the three goals were developed given our new strategic plan.
Goal 1: Design for Learning
 All RSU14 students will be engaged in authentic, personalized learning experiences to
master standards through multiple pathways.
Goal 2: Environment for Learning
 All RSU15 students will continue to learn in a school environment that meets the develop
mental needs of learners and supports balance and quality of life fro all members of the
learning community.
Goal 3: Technology for Learning
 All members of the RSU14 learning community will be proficient users of technology and
will have consistent and equitable access to the technology resources needed to support
mastery of personalized learning goals.
Today, with support from our committed Board of Directors, we are excited to begin the 2016-2017
school year with Phase I of a new five-year Strategic Plan that will point our compass to 2021.
This past year, the RSU 14 school community continues to support our youth on stage as they per-
form for us right here in our own backyards. From Peter Pan the Musical to the Windham Chamber
Singers and the Lion King Production, you might think just for a minute or two you’re watching a
show on Broadway – the talent is that good!
T o w n  R e p o r t  2 0 1 5
Superintendent of RSU#14
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RSU 14 continues to be awarded programming grants, classroom project grants, sportsmanship
awards, athletic championships, school nutrition recognition, and student academic excellence
awards, to name a few. Indeed, this school year has been a success!
Lastly, I’m so proud of our staff here at RSU 14. Not only do they make a difference every day in
the lives of our student population, but they also continually strive to make a difference reaching
their own new career goals and have been called to present and share their work at local, regional
and national events. Most recently, Christine Hesler, Curriculum Director, and Chris Howell, High
School Principal, were selected as the New England Secondary School Consortium 2016 award
winners. In addition, RSU 14 Grounds Crew have won two “Fields of Excellence” awards. We were
two from a total of eighty-two awarded from across the country. Congratulations to all staff in RSU
14! Together, we have an impact below the hull. Together, we make a difference on deck.
As always, please visit us at our Website to learn of our progress, view videos, keep informed, and
much more! <www.rsu16.org>
Sanford J. Prince IV
T o w n  R e p o r t  2 0 1 5
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Windham High School Graduates
Congratulations Class of 2016!
T o w n  R e p o r t  2 0 1 5
Melissa Agneta
Melanie Aldrich
Creegan Arsenault
Jason Bailey
Raushan Bailey
Derek Barnhouse
Samantha Barry
Ross Batchelder
Danielle Beauchene
Eliza Bennett
Ciera Berthiaume
Ryder Berthiaume
Donovan Black
Jack Blake
Sierra Blanchard
Joelle Bockus
Linsley Boxill
Mary Brackett
Netta Brown
Jordan Burns
Zachary Burt
Zackery Callahan
Abigail Cannon
Miranda Caruso
Isaiah Chadbourne
William Chenard
Kyle Cidre
Alex Cirillo
Casey Clark
Elliot Clark
Kayleigh Clinch
Cassandra Cloutier
Kathryn Cloutier
Laura Clugston
Lacie Cogswell
Taylor Colangelo
Tyler Cole
Olivia Compton
Cassandra Conroy
Cory Cox
Jessica Cross
Rachel Cushman
Connor Daigle
Tylor Daniel
Emma Davis
Lane Dearing
Ashley Delcourt
Lexie Delcourt
Naomi DiBiase
Jacob Dionne
Abigail Donahue
Nathaniel Dorr
Joshua Downs
Emma Doyon
Brandon Drouin
Maxwell Dubois
Michael DuBois
Brandon Dulac
Colby Duncanson
Cora Dykens
Dederick Eastup
Ashley Elder
Alec Emerson
Pierce Ernst
Mitchel Eskilson
Samantha Estabrook
Taylor Everett
Francesco Farinella
Austin Farwell
Isiah Fecteau
Isaac Ferrari
Jacob Flaherty
Liam Flynn
Lukas Forbush
MacKenzie Fournier
Alexandra Frederick
Trevor Gallant
Justice Gaston
Nicole Gelinas
Devin Gendron
John Giberti
Brodrick Gillespie
Tameika Girardin
Anna Giroux
Jacqueline Gleason-Boure
Samantha Gledhill
Haley Glidden
Tyra Gnade
David Gomes
Rachel Gomes
Abbygayle Gordon
Ryan Gorrivan
Katrina Gowen
Colleen Gray
Mason Griego
Tyrell Gullatt
Eugene Gumaer
Joanne Haibon
Julia Hamilton
Analyse Harris
Garrison Hebert
Devin Herald
Katherine Herzig
Lindsey Higgins
Mariah Higgins
Crystal Hoeflick
Andrea Holman
Zachary Hough
Justin Howard
Katie Hunter
Chase Hutchinson
Chelsea Ingalls
Robert Inniss
Carlotta Isola
Griffin Jacobson
Nataley Jeffrey
Page Johnson
Tayla Johnson
Tyler Johnson
Isaac Jordan
Nicholas Jordan
Adam Kelley
Kyle Kilfoil
Wyatt Kimball
Caleb Klowas
Megan Knights
Dylan Koza
Joshua Labrecque
Zachary LaCombe
Alex LaFerriere
Connor Lajoie
Katlyn Lambrecht
Monica Landry
Noah Larrabee
Noah Larsen
Tanner Lavigne
Karissa Lavoie
Andrew Lawler
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Go confidently in the direction of your dreams!  Live the life you’ve imagined.
- Henry D. Thoreau
Patrick Leavitt
Reyanne Lemieux
Nadine Letourneau
Abigail Libby
Bennett Libby
Julia Linevitch
Nicholas Loftis
Victoria Lucas
Josheph Lynds
Lillian MacPherson
Emily Maier
Sean Mains
Adam Maley
Lydia March
Shantel Mather
Majah Matthews
Madison Mauro
Olivia McCourt
Madison McEnroe
Hannah McFarland
Elijah McGill
Matthew McGonagle
Quinn McPhail
Gregory Meader
Erin Merchant
Jeremiah Merrill
Allison Merriman
Nicholas Miles
Christina Mooradian
Anna Moore
Brigid Mulvihill
Patrick Murphy
Colby Nadeau
Maelah Nadeau
Steven Nadeau
Erica Nagengast
Bailey Nassa
Kyle Nelson
Sadie Nelson
Matthew Newton
Jason Nielson
Jacob Noble
Alisa Nugent
Rachel O’Connor
Ashley O’Rourke
Allie Pandora
Diony Patnaude
Sierra Pettershall
McKenzie Pepin
Joseph Perry
Travis Pesce
Sierra Peters
Lana Pillsbury
Ryan Plummer
Jeffrey Pollard
Diana Popov
Vitaliy Popov
Miranda Potvin
Julia Preston
Reese Preston
Bradley Randall
Gardner Reed
Thaniel Reed
Sarah Rich
Sydney Richard
Kristen Rickett
Bryce Rolfe
Ernest Ruby IV
Nicholas Sabine
Spencer Sampson
Thomas Sappier
Danielle Sawyer
Matthew Sayah
ToniAnn Scarpa
Avery Schrock
Carissa Scott
Tyler Secord
Jacob Segal
Sydney Segal
David Sepulveda
Andrew Shepard
Isaac Sibley
Hannah Skvorak
Katherine Skvorak
Tyler Skvorak
Isis Slusser
Megan Snow
Alexander Spiller
Makayla Stuart
Anne Stuchbury
Rory Sullivan
Lauren Syphers
Todd Tanner
Anthony Tardiff
Evan Taylor
Syriese Thurlow
Adrianna Tolman
Laura Tracy
Jacob Tripp
Bailey Turner
Michaela Urquhart
Erlon Valliere
Mark Walker
Tyla-Ann Walker
Keara Washburn
Jarrod Weatherby
Roderic Webb
Sarah Webb
Mariah Weeks
Alec Whalen
Breanna White
Samuel Willwerth
Hunter Wilson
Ethan Winde
Alexis Wintle
Chad Witherow
Alison Wood
Amber Woodman
Alec Wurfel
Mallory Yates
Sierra Yost
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Windham Raymond Adult Education
Windham Raymond Adult Education: Discover Your Path
We have many choices in life as to which path we travel. Which career, education and training or
even hobby we wish to undertake will then lead us in a certain direction. WRAE can be an im-
portant part of that journey. For the past thirteen years I have made it my goal to expand those
opportunities – those pathways – for the adults in our community. The support we have received
over the years continues to grow as we continue to provide high quality programs, serves and
course offerings to the Sebago Lakes Region area.. WRAE continues to be seen as a local and
statewide leader in adult education, offering the most diverse array of adult learning opportuni-
ties in the area. Over the course of 2015, adults of varying ages, vastly different educational,
economic and skill levels, with an equally diverse number of interests, found their way to all of
the sites where the Windham Raymond Adult Education Program operates in Windham and Ray-
mond.  They came for a variety of reasons:  to improve their basic reading, writing or math
skills; to earn a high school credential; to prepare for post-secondary education or a new job; to
take their first ever computer course; to improve their health; or finally to learn a new skill that
would enrich their life.  Adults ages 17-90 had access to over 300 different adult learning oppor-
tunities during this year. That translated into over 3200 total enrollments.
Highlights over the past year included:
 Offered new  programming in Raymond working with the Raymond Fire Department  for First
Aid/CPR Training and LL Bean for Maine Guide Training
 Expanded local and regional workforce training opportunities
 Through new partnerships, offered Introduction to Welding (a partnership with Portland Area
Technical High School- PATHS), Bus driver training ( a partnership with ProDrive Truck Driver
Training) and EMT-Basic Training (a partnership with United Training Center)
 Career Pathways Coordinator, Tina Christophersen, was elected as the Sebago Lakes Region
Chamber of Commerce President
 College Transitions Coordinator, Shelli Pride received two honors  received the Distinguished
Service
 Offered new  programming in Raymond working with the Raymond Fire Department  for First
Aid/CPR Training and LL Bean for Maine Guide Training
 Director, Tom Nash began serving his term as the President of the national Commission on
Adult Basic Education (COABE) the nation’s largest professional organization dedicated to im-
proving the adult education services for all US residents.
 19 Adults completed their  High School credential in  2015
Enrollment/Participation Figures
There was a slight decrease of 33 (1%) in adult enrollments from the same period of time last
year (January – December). There is a 3 year average of 3,197 enrollments.
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Program Enrollments (Calendar Year)
2015
Adult Basic Education/Literacy 11
Applied Tech Education and 249
Business/Training
College Transitions 89
English for Speakers of
Other Languages 70
Family Literacy Programming 214
General Enrichment 877
Health/Wellness 1492
High School Completion/HiSET 153
SMCC College Courses 118
TOTAL 3273
Windham Raymond Adult Education provides a wide range of adult learning opportunities to the
Windham and Raymond communities. For a complete listing of our programs and services, please
visit www.windham.maineadulted.org.
Your continued patronage, financial support and input are always appreciated and welcomed.
Respectively submitted,
Thomas Nash
Director of Adult Education
T o w n  R e p o r t  2 0 1 5
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Mission:
The mission of the Assessing Office is defined by the Maine Constitution, which states: All taxes
upon real and personal estate, assessed by authority of this State shall be apportioned and as-
sessed equally according to the just value thereof.”
The Assessing Office is responsible for ad valorem taxation of all Windham real and personal
properties, addressing for E9-1-1 and the coordination of Geographic Information Services
(GIS).
Homestead Property Tax Exemption: The homestead exemption provided a reduction of
$10,000 in 2015 on the value of your home for property tax purposes. Beginning in 2016 the
homestead exemption will increase to $15,000.  To qualify, you must be a permanent resident
of the State of Maine and the home must be your permanent residence, you must have owned a
home in Maine for the twelve months prior to applying and an application must be filed on or
before April 1st with the municipality where the property is located.  If you have already applied,
there is no need to reapply.
Veteran’s Exemption: Veterans who were not dishonorably discharged, are over 62 years of
age or are an un-remarried widow/widower of a qualifying veteran may be eligible for a reduc-
tion in the valuation of their property.  Veterans under the age of 62 who are 100% disabled due
to a service-connected disability may also qualify.
Business Equipment Tax Reimbursement (BETR) and Business Equipment Tax Exemp-
tion (BETE): Personal Property may qualify for reimbursement from the State of Maine through
the BETR Program or for  exempt ion  under the BETE Program.
Exemption applications are available at the Assessing Office and at www.windhammaine.us.
Assessing Staff from left:
Kara Taylor, Assessor’s Assistant/E9-1-1 Addressing
Officer; Teresa Konczal, Administrative Assistant; Eli-
sa Trepanier, CMA Assessor/GIS Coordinator; Joan
Hodgdon, CMA Appraiser.
8 School Road
Windham, Maine 04062
Phone: 207-894-5960 x 3
Valuation as of April 1, 2015:
Taxable valuation of real estate: $1,762,334,900
Taxable valuation of personal property: $31,847,900
Total taxable valuation of real estate and personal property: $1,794,182,800
Parcel count:  8,420
Personal Property accounts:  1,035
T o w n  R e p o r t  2 0 1 5
Report of the Assessor
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Code Enforcement
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The Code Enforcement Department offers a variety of services to residents and property owners.  In
addition to issuing building, internal and external plumbing, mechanical and electrical permits; the de-
partment responsibilities include the enforcement of land use and shoreland zoning, gravel pit, junkyard
and flood plain regulations, rules in regard to the conversion of seasonal dwellings in shoreland areas,
Wireless Telecommunications Tower Ordinance, Surface Water Protection Ordinance and the Mass Gath-
ering Ordinance.  Windham has 14 lakes and ponds covering 32,180 acres of area and 15 rivers,
streams and brooks, all of which are in Shoreland Zoning.
Code Enforcement was responsible for processing 1,420 permits in 2015 resulting in revenue of
$276,950.90 and in 2014 was also responsible for processing 1356 permits, resulting in revenue of
$235,133.76. This includes: Building permits, Impact Fees, Junkyards, Plumbing, Shoreland Review, Soil
and Erosion, Use, Wastewater, Driveway and Street Opening.
Building Permits issued, by category, for the years 2012, 2013, 2014 and 2015 are as follows:
Building permit Count 2012 2013 2014 2015
Accessory Apartment 0 2 4 4
Accessory Buildings - Residential 16 16 19 46
Accessory Buildings - Commercial 5 3
Additions and alterations - Residential 131R/C 133 R/C 136
187
Additions and alterations - Commercial 32
34
Change of Use 3 2 3
Chimneys 2 1 7 4
Co-Location replacement 0 1 4 2
Demolitions - Residential 24 R/C 39 26 38
Demolitions - Commercial 6 14 7
Electrical - Residential 135 R/C 174 252 289
Electrical - Commercial 36 62 63
Flood Hazard Development 1 1 0
Foundations - Residential 19 R/C 22 R/C 6 7
Foundations - Commercial 2 0
Gas Hookup 1 1 2 0
Home Occupation 2 4 8
Commercial – New 4 3
Junkyard 8 8 7 7
Mechanical 11
Multi-family units/condos 1 0 16 6
Outdoor Sales 1 3 3
Plumbing – Residential 105 111 141
Plumbing – Commercial 16 32 18
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* Separated in 2014 for renovations and new
R/C = residential and commercial
Zoning Board of Appeals 2015:
The Board of Appeals is a volunteer board of five regular members and one alternate. The Board meets
the first Thursday of every month in the Council Chambers at 7:00 p.m. They had a total of 7 meetings
this year.  The Board reviewed a total of 7 applications for the year 2015, monies taken in $2,800.
Cumberland County Soil and Water Conservation District (CCSWCD) Implementation
Town of Windham | 2015 Project Summaries
RESIDENTIAL TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE
General Water Quality Protection Assistance Requests
 Two residential technical assistance site visits conducted and recommendations provided to
assist landowners with lake protection efforts:
 The site on Sebago Lake provided guidance on shoreline stabilization for a private boat
launch right-of-way; and
 The other site located on Highland Lake also provided guidance for a private boat launch.
 FUNDING SOURCES:
 The first hour of technical assistance is free to private landowners, which is made possible
through a modest annual appropriation from the State (Department of Agriculture, Conserva-
tion and Forestry) and Cumberland County government.
 Any time incurred after the first hour of technical assistance is provided as fee-for-service on
a time and materials basis to the landowner.
Building permit Count 2012 2013 2014 2015
Sewer Hookup 1 0
Pools 18 9 9 8
Private Road 5 2 3
Replacement Homes 2 5 6 9
Single Family homes 64 56 74 65
Signs 56 54 77 56
Shoreland Review 23 41 44 29
Soil & Erosion Control Permits 79 94 136 136
Tree Removal 31 24 15
Subsurface Wastewater - Residential 130 158 130
Subsurface Wastewater - Commercial 3 3 9
Board of Appeals 7 11
Driveway (tracking this has now shifted to PW) 24 31
Street Opening (tracking this has now shifted to PW) 25
34
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LAKE WATERSHED PROTECTION PROJECTS
Little Sebago Lake Protection Project, Phase IV
 Project started in March 2014 and continues through 2016
 Outreach in 2015 included:
 21 technical assistance visits completed
 Four steering committee meetings held
 One private road association meeting held
 Project update presented to the Little Sebago Lake Association’s 2015 Annual Meeting
 Two high priority projects completed
 Access roads surveyed for developing maintenance plans for seven road associations
 FUNDING SOURCES:
 Maine DEP through section 319 of the Clean Water Act
 Little Sebago Lake Association also provided match to make this grant and work possible.
 Program development funded by contributions from the Maine Department of Agriculture,
Conservation, and Forestry and the Cumberland County Commissioners
Sebago Lake Watershed Assessment and Prioritization Project
 Project started in April 2014 and ended in September 2015
 Sebago Lake and Crooked River Watershed-Based Protection Plan completed and approved by
Maine DEP in July 2015
 Outreach in 2015 included:
 Two steering committee meetings held
 Water quality index ranking fact sheets created for sub watersheds
 Water quality index scores completed for sub watersheds
 Sebago Lake Sub watershed Assessment and Prioritization Report completed in September 2015
 FUNDING SOURCES:
 Maine DEP through section 319 of the Clean Water Act1
 Partners providing funding and/or in-kind services to make this work possible included the
Town of Standish, Portland Water District, Maine Forest Service, USM, and others.
 Program development funded by contributions from the Maine Department of Agriculture,
Conservation, and Forestry and the Cumberland County Commissioners
CONNECT PROGRAM
Clean Water Education
CCSWCD and Portland Water District provided clean water education lessons to 360 students at Wind-
ham High School, Windham Middle School, and Manchester Elementary School. The total number of
student contact hours equaled 1,955 hours.
Lessons covered the water cycle, water movement; water quality parameters and testing, bio assess-
ment using macro-invertebrate (aquatic insect) sampling, river characteristic observations; sustainable
development to minimize impact on river; global water distribution, conservation, and the water cycle;
branching patterns, water systems/movement, watersheds; runoff, stormwater, nonpoint source pollu-
tants, solutions; Maine’s brook trout: habitat requirements, life cycle, anatomy, field trip to Casco
Hatchery, classroom tank set-up and maintenance; impervious/pervious surfaces, nonpoint source pol-
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lutants, shorefront landscape design, vegetated buffers; water quality monitoring, macroinverte-
brates, mock bio assessment; erosion, best management practices, landscape evaluation and rede-
sign; trout release in the Pleasant River: water quality testing, macroinvertebrate sampling,
streamside assessment hike; “Discovering Water” book project: Book about various water topics
produced by WHS students for a middle school audience, finalized and printed book, hosted publi-
cation party.
In addition, in the fall of 2015, CCSWCD worked with Windham Middle School 7th graders to investi-
gate how their school campus may be impacting local water resources, and they presented their
findings to their parents and the school community.
The CONNECT Program is funded in part by the following organizations:
 The Interlocal Stormwater Working Group (ISWG) is a group of 14 municipalities in the
Greater Portland area that work on regionally and collaboratively to achieve Clean Water Act
stormwater permit requirements.
 Additional funding is invested by CCSWCD, as well as Casco Bay Estuary Partnership (CBEP)
and Portland Water District, to provide clean water education to school-aged children.
YardScaping PROGRAM
Healthy Lawn Care
CCSWCD worked with Blue Seal and Aubuchon Hardware in Windham to provide healthy lawn care
information to their customers. In 2015, CCSWCD also continued working with The Home Depot, by
training their sales associates about healthy lawn care practices, identified recommended products
on The Home Depot shelves, and provided an educational tabling event for the general public on
May 10, 2015.
Funding for the YardScaping Program in Windham is provided through the Town’s participation in
ISWG.
MUNICIPAL STORMWATER COMPLIANCE ASSISTANCE
Interlocal Stormwater Working Group (ISWG)
For over 10 years, CCSWCD has coordinated and facilitated ISWG, which is a coalition of 14 munici-
palities (including Windham) that are subject to Clean Water Act permit requirements. ISWG repre-
sentatives meet every other month to address permit requirements on a regional basis.  By partici-
pating in ISWG, CCSWCD helps the Town by implementing 2 of the 6 permit requirements (public
education, outreach, and participation efforts).
Stormwater Permit Compliance Support
Outside of the ISWG relationship, CCSWCD also assists the Town of Windham by developing the
required annual report that must be submitted to the Maine Department of Environmental Protec-
tion in September each year.  In 2015, CCSWCD also worked with Windham to assist with addition-
al permit compliance requirement.  CCSWCD’s support included providing staff training sessions,
recommendations from site visits, documentation assistance, and interdepartmental coordination of
permit responsibilities.  Although CCSWCD primarily assists the Department of Public Works with
their permit responsibilities, CCSWCD also provided assistance to additional municipal departments
including:
 Public safety (fire and police departments);
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Heather McNally, Code Enforcement and Zoning Administration Director
 Planning & Code Enforcement;
 Cooperation with RSU 12 regarding co-located facilities; and
 Others as needed to facilitate interdepartmental cooperation regarding permit responsibil-
ities.
S:\0 Watershed Protection\Municipal Program\Windham\2015 Windham summary report.docx
1Funding for this project was provided, in part, by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA) under Section 319 of the Clean Water Act. Section 319 grants are administered by the
Maine Department of Environmental Protection in partnership with EPA.
Staff
Activity levels continue to rise in the Code Enforcement Department due to the surge in con-
struction and increased regulations both federal and state. We saw expansions and renovations
of local businesses, commercial buildings filled after standing vacant for some time, as well as
the construction of new commercial establishments.  We saw increased efficiency and depart-
ment transparency after the implementation of new permitting software in 2014.  The software
program has also allowed the community to apply for permits, schedule inspections, report a
code violation and subscribe to department reports online.  We welcomed a new staff member,
Chuck Daigle in October.  Steve LeBrun – Code Enforcement Officer, Charles (Chuck) Daigle –
Code Enforcement Officer, Mabel Darby-Morey - Administrative Assistant, and I, Heather
McNally, Director of Code Enforcement and Zoning Administration, are ready to provide you
with excellent customer service and invite you to visit our Department!
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(L-R) Heather McNally, Mabel Darby-Morey, Chuck Daigle, and Steve LeBrun.
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Windham Economic Development Corporation
In alignment with the Town of Windham’s goals and in support of Windham’s staff and
their projects, the Windham Economic Development Corporation takes the lead role in providing
support to new and existing businesses and carrying out the daily functions of Economic Develop-
ment.  WEDC’s Executive Director reports directly to the Board of Directors of the WEDC.  The
Town of Windham has maintained funding to the Corporation and the Town Council receives regu-
lar updates from its Council representatives to the WEDC about ongoing activities and program-
ing.
The WEDC actively works to support the many entrepreneurs, business owners and workers
throughout Windham.  The Town’s business directory, www.WindhamMarketplace.com, where
over 800 Windham businesses are listed, continues to be viewed regularly by people all over the
United States, especially New England, as well as many area residents looking for goods and ser-
vices our businesses supply.  We are reaching out to retailers and developers who do not have a
presence in Windham to let them know how good of a market we are.  With the assistance, and
insistence of the Town Council, the Town has enhanced our Holiday flag program along our road-
ways to include lighted trees and decorations.  We have advertised the Windham Marketplace
both regionally and locally in print and on TV.  We have sponsored the Rotary’s Ice Fishing Derby
as well as other local events, attracting visitors to our commercial district and visitors to our parks
and trails.
The Windham Economic Development Corporation looks forward to continuing its support of the
community by providing assistance to both the Town and businesses located or looking to locate
in Windham.  We are especially excited about the possibilities that the 21st Century Downtown
Plan brings to the North Windham Commercial District.  The vision includes a more vibrant, walk-
able, “Town Center” with business people and residents alike enjoying enhanced amenities with
access to public spaces and new and improved streetscapes and shopping and dining areas.  The
WEDC is committed to working with our partners in both the public and private sectors to make
this vision a reality.
Windham’s Economic Development Strategic Plan, which will be incorporated into the comprehen-
sive planning efforts underway by the Town’s Planning Office, is the basis for future investments
and programing supporting economic development in town. The Plan’s Vision, Mission, Values,
and Objectives are outlined on the next page:
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Thomas Bartell
Executive Director, Windham Economic Development Corporation
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Windham Fire-Rescue Department
“The mission of the Windham Fire - Rescue Department is to assist the citizens
and visitors of our community with emergencies that they are unable to handle them-
selves”.
The Windham Fire - Rescue Department provides service to the community from four loca-
tions strategically placed throughout the town. The South Windham Fire station a shared station
with Gorham and is located at 8 Main Street, East Windham Station is at 47 Falmouth Road, North
Windham Station is at 718 Roosevelt Trail and Windham Center Station is at the Public Safety
Building at 375 Gray Road.
Windham Fire - Rescue Department
Emergency Responses for 2015
Windham Fire-Rescue had a successful year providing effective service to the community
of Windham. The department saw a 7.5% increase in call volume over 2014. The majority of our
calls 68.89% continue to be Emergency Medical Services related with 42% of those requiring am-
bulance transports to the hospital. Our second most frequent call for service is for alarms sound-
ing. We don’t often arrive to those alarms and find a fire problem but we do utilize the interaction
to check the building for safety, restore the alarm system and provide education.
We staff the department using what is known in the industry as a combination department.
This means we are providing service through a hybrid system of paid on call firefighter/EMTs, per-
diem firefighter/EMT’s and full time Firefighter/Paramedics. Using this model we currently staff
the Public Safety Building and the North Windham Station with 24 hour coverage with this hybrid
model.
During the day 7am to 7 pm there are three per-diem firefighter/EMT’s at North Wind-
ham. At the Public Safety Building there are two per-diem firefighter/EMT’s and one full time fire-
fighter/paramedic. During the night 7pm to 7am there are two per-diem firefighter/EMT’s at North
Windham with one per-diem firefighter/EMT’s and one full time firefighter/paramedic at the Public
Safety Building. We also partner with Southern Maine Community College to have college three
students live at the South Windham and three students at the East Windham Stations during the
school year. In exchange for the hands on learning experience, room and board those students
have to be in the station during the night from 10pm 7am and on weekends from midnight to
7am to assist in providing coverage from those stations.
MAJOR INCIDENT TYPE # INCIDENTS % of TOTAL
Fires 81 2.97%
Overpressure rupture, explosion, overheat - no fire 3 0.11%
Rescue & Emergency Medical Service 1880 68.89%
Hazardous Condition (No Fire) 164 6.01%
Service Call 188 6.89%
Good Intent Call 151 5.53%
False Alarm & False Call 250 9.16%
Severe Weather & Natural Disaster 2 0.07%
Special Incident Type 10 0.37%
TOTAL 2729 100.00%
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The 86 members of the department participate in training on a regular basis to maintain and
learn new skills. In 2015 the men and women of the department completed 6,619 hours of training.
We hold company level trainings on Wednesday evenings with certification programs taking place
on nights and weekends.
In June the department held an awards ceremony to recognize the hard work performed the
men and women of the Windham Fire –Rescue Department. Captain Ken Thorpe was recognized as
the Officer of the Year. Josh Merrill was recognized as the Member of the Year. Deputy Chief Stan-
lee Emerson, Deputy Chief David Nichols, Deputy Chief James Poitras, Captain Ken Thorpe, Lieuten-
ant Greg Barr and Firefighter Raymond Lynds received the Gold Badge Award for their more than
25 years of service. Several others were recognized for their years of service while many others
were commended through unit citations for their efforts on especially challenging emergencies that
occurred throughout the year.
We have had several large projects start in 2015. The department through a committee of
members designed the next engine to be purchased by the town. In October we ordered a 2016
Pierce pumper to be delivered in July of 2016. This purchase will move our 1994 International
pumper to a reserve status and the current reserve, a 1981 Mack will be retired completely.
A committee was also formed to design the renovation of the building located at 33 Main
Street, formally the home of Maine Cedar Log Homes, to become the new location of the South
Windham Fire Station. The renovation should be completed by fall 2016.
2015 brought a change to how we respond to medical calls. Using the information from the
Emergency Medical Dispatch we are able to categorize our calls by severity and adjust the amount
of units that respond. As a result of this change the answers the dispatcher receives from the 9-1-1
caller calculate into a code that will send more or less units for help. This program has been very
successful for us thus far as we try and ensure that we are sending the right amount of help to the
right people and trying to avoid sending too much equipment when it may not be needed.
If you have questions, concerns, or comments, please feel free to call 892-1911 or come by
one of the stations and talk with us. If you would like a tour of our facilities we would be glad to
make arrangements. We look forward to another challenging year of serving the residents and visi-
tors of Windham.
Respectfully Submitted,
Brent J. Libby, Chief
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Windham Public Library
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The mission of the Windham Public Library is to be your center for community, information,
technology and entertainment by powering learning and fun for all ages.
In 2015, Windham Public Library served the Windham community by providing materials in print
and digital format that both entertain and educate library users. The library offered valuable space
to meet and many programs, new and traditional, attended by thousands of visitors. The library
space was used for quiet study, educational and civic group meetings, story times, author talks
and more! The library offered a variety of materials to circulate and view, such as books, maga-
zines, audiobooks, eBooks, DVD and Blu-Ray movies, music, daily newspapers, and access to
computers and the internet. The library held Story Time, Books and Babies, Crazy 8s math club,
Summer Reading Programs for all ages, Book Group, “Tea for You” (which celebrated ten years of
serving tea in 2015!), genealogy and knitting groups, and other informational programs. In addi-
tion, the library provided outreach services to existing and new elder housing facilities, preschools,
Windham elementary schools, checked out local park and museum passes, and participated in lo-
cal librarian and literacy groups to collaborate and discuss library services in the community. From
the statistics below, it is clear that the services are being well utilized.
So what’s new?
New additions this year were made to our programming lineup. We began offering a monthly Ge-
nealogy program, celebrated National Library Week by cooking up Pancakes for Patrons, celebrat-
ed Star Wars day on May the 4th, had sessions of Family Story Time on Saturdays throughout the
year, and began working with schools and other community partners to set up tables with library
information at their events. These new programs were all successful and will be held again in
2016.
2015 Statistics
Items circulated: 92,645
Visits: 65,353
New library patrons: 750
New items added to collection: 5,137
Special Requests: 72
Reference questions answered: 1,127
Computer sign-ins: 7,884
Meeting room usage: 622
Downloads used: 7,040 checkouts
Items repaired: 264
Volunteer Hours: 1,616.5
Story Time statistics:
Preschool Story Time and Books and Babies
134 sessions, 1,112 Adults, 1,411 Children
Children’s Museum – 64 uses
Dundee Park – 31 uses
Maine State Park Pass – 55 uses
Maine Wildlife Park – 87 uses
Planetarium – 21 uses
Willowbrook – 11 uses
PASS USAGE SAVED PATRONS $5,853
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In addition, to our already extensive print and digital offerings we added three new options for patrons
to check out materials. The 3M Cloud Library service, offering ebook and eaudiobooks to Windham
cardholders, began in March and usage continues to grow. Zinio digital magazines began later in the
year, offering a wide selection of 50 digital magazines that can be read on most portable devices, has
also been a popular new offering. Finally, we now have Blu-Ray movies as part of our circulating col-
lection. These are popular both with our residents and other participants in the Minerva consortium.
This year, the library staff and board members spent significant time discussing what it is the library
does, what the community needs from the library and what the future holds. New mission, vision and
values statements were adopted reflecting these discussions and can be found on the library website,
along with a list of our Core Services and Strategic Goals. It was an enlightening process to work
through.
We added new areas and furniture in the Children’s Room. Our new bungee cord chairs in the newly
created Book Nook have been popular with visitors who now have a place to sit and read. Also, a train
table and new blackboard/magnetic board with letters and numbers are available for our youngest pa-
trons. These are welcome additions to the Children’s Room and entertain the children visiting for
hours!
Fall of 2015 saw the addition of two new activities for Teens & Preteens. Once a month there is a
Make It! activity set in the Teen area which requires participants to craft, build, imagine, puzzle, or
create. Kids are encouraged to ask questions of those around them and to explore resources at hand
(both print and digital) as needed. The most popular of these so far has been the cup stacking activity!
There is also a monthly library-wide, indoor scavenger hunt. Although aimed at older youths, younger
and older folks have enjoyed participating as well. In addition, the Library and the Parks and Recrea-
tion Department worked together to offer additional activities to entertain the students visiting the li-
brary during after school hours. The library now has available a Nintendo Wii and many outdoor
games. The kids have enjoyed signing out the equipment and using them in the library yard.
Staffing Changes— In January, Circulation Aide Lisa Schadler left employment to return to school
and complete requirements for her teacher certification. Lisa worked at the library for a brief time but
brought a nice perspective from her work in the Raymond Schools and at the Raymond Village Library.
She continues to participate in our Windham/Raymond library staff meetings and it’s nice to continue
that connection.
In March, longtime Children’s Room Circulation Aide Jeanne Thurber retired. Jeanne was hired in 1995
and through her 20 years on staff was dedicated to keeping the Children’s Room in order and was al-
ways quick to find items on the shelf and come up with titles due to her care and attention to shelving
library materials and creating displays. She is missed as a staff person but hasn’t gone far. She re-
mains a committed volunteer and continues to smoothly run our annual book sale as a member of the
Friends of the Windham Public Library.
Finally, in May we welcomed Victoria Hugo-Vidal. Victoria has recently graduated from Simmons Col-
lege with a Master’s in Library Science. She brings a unique perspective and great energy to the posi-
tion of Circulation Aide.
Community collaborations—
The book group completed another Maine Humanities Council book group series “History of Detective
Fiction in the 20th Century”. This was a wonderful collaboration with MHC, and the library and book
group attendees enjoyed the discussions around each of the book in this series. Another book series
began in late 2015 with books themed around the Maine Woods.
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Library staff members participated in the Summerfest parade. An antique car, owned by Tom
Bannen, was decorated and entered in the parade that promoted the library’s three summer
reading program themes. Staff members enjoyed participating and have begun planning for par-
ticipation in 2016. In addition, library staff member, Laurel Parker, brought Windham Public Li-
brary books and other information to the first Windham Wellness Fair at the Veteran’s Center.
Plans are in the works to participate in the 2nd Annual Wellness Fair in mid-May 2016.
Visits are made each month to several daycares, assisted living and senior housing facilities. Li-
brary staff members read stories to children and bring materials for use at all the facilities. They
are able to promote library services during their visits and are able to reach community mem-
bers that are not able to visit the library in person. The members we visit often comment that
they truly appreciate our visits and staff members are dedicated to providing them.
Finally, the library is represented on the Be the Influence Coalition by Library Director, Jen Al-
vino. This important coalition of community members from businesses, schools, Windham Police,
and other civic organizations are working to combat drug use and abuse by teenagers.
Working with community members and groups outside of the library is rewarding for the library
staff and helps us to promote our services and connect within the town to work toward shared
goals. We work often with the Windham Parks and Rec, Windham/Raymond Adult Ed, Raymond
Village Library, the Windham School Department and other Windham Town departments
throughout the year and look forward to continuing to grow those relationships.
Respectfully submitted,
Jennifer Alvino
Jennifer Alvino
Library Director
Windham Public Library
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Cornerstones of Science display
Walt Parker’s aviation models
3M Cloud Library
Fire Prevention Week New Book Nook
Summerfest Parade Make It! activity-Cup stacking
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The Windham Medical Loan Closet provides medical equipment and supplies free of charge to area
residents.
The Loan Closet, located at 221 Windham Center Road, may be accessed by calling 894-5999 ex-
tension 1111.  A volunteer will return the call and arrange for the loan.  Volunteers are extremely
grateful for donations of clean, gently used equipment, as well as monetary donations, which are
used to purchase frequently requested items such as wheelchairs and walkers.
Residents, their visiting nurses, physical and occupational therapists utilize the Loan Closet more
and more each year.   During the 2015 calendar year items were loaned to 473 individuals, making
this our busiest year to date.
The Medical Loan Closet volunteers are diligent in their efforts to maximize their funding dollars,
donations and  donated medical equipment in order to try and fulfill as many loan requests as pos-
sible.  Often times they find themselves cleaning and repairing wheelchairs, walkers, shower
benches and the like so the items can be loaned out again.
Volunteers Marilyn Roberge, Sherene Bernier, Barbara Hall, Sue Kelly, Dianne Loring, Kristi
MacKinnon, Laurel Parker and Mary Vandenburgh would like to thank the Town Council for its con-
tinued generous support.
Respectfully Submitted,
Marilyn Roberge
Loan Closet Chair
The Medical Loan Closet
The Loan Closet volunteers would like to extend a spe-
cial note of thanks to Mr. Lou Ezzy, who has repaired
several pieces of medical equipment.  He also offered to
be of assistance in the future for similar repairs should
we have a need.
Mr. Ezzy certainly doesn’t want to draw attention to
himself or be recognized for his service to the Medical
Loan Closet, but we couldn’t help but share how his
kindness has had such an impact on the service we
provide to our community.
Thank you!
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Motor Vehicle Registration
The Tax Collection Office is responsible for the collection of all Windham properties. The new
property tax bills are processed, sorted and mailed by the computer company, in August. In
May, a courtesy notice is sent to homeowners who have a balance due.  At the end of June, a
Tax Receivable Summary is prepared for the auditor stating balances due on all taxes.  Eight
months from the date of tax commitment, if any tax remains unpaid, the lien process begins.
Agriculture 185
Animal Welfare 251
Antique 195
Black Bear 134
Breast Cancer 354
Coach 3
Commercial Vehicle 1,189
Conservation Vehicle 456
Farm Vehicle 45
Initial Plate 896
Lobster 237
Moped 29
Motorcycle 675
Motor Home 44
Passenger Vehicle 10,501
Special Equipment 21
Sportsman 346
Street Rod 10
Support Your Troops 83
Taxi 1
Tractor (Heavy Equipment) 25
Trailer 1,641
Transit Plate 82
Truck Camper 1
University Plate 57
Motor Vehicle Registrations for 2015 Rapid Renewal Online Re-registrations
Agriculture 28
Animal Welfare 63
Black Bear 31
Breast Cancer 89
Combination 28
Commercial 127
Conservation 131
Handicapped 9
Lobster 76
Moped 3
Motor Home 1
Motorcycle 134
Passenger 1,841
Sportsman 65
Street Rod 1
Support Your Troops 24
Trailer 15
University of Maine 28
Veteran 88
Boats 1,538
Snowmobiles 565
ATV 406
Non-Resident Snowmobiles 13
Non-Resident ATV 9
Recreational Vehicles
Judith Heggeman, Deputy Tax Collector and Department Manager
I would like to thank my staff for all their hard work throughout the year.
Department employees are Joanne Patten, Lucy Codrey and Stephanie Deshaies.
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Windham Parks and Recreation Department
Improvements to Lippman Park, one of Windham’s premier recreation facilities, continued
throughout the year. There were three Eagle Scout candidates that did their community service
projects at the park.  Chad Witherow constructed a picnic pavilion; Travis Pesce built 3 handi-
capped-accessible picnic benches and 3 benches for along the trails; and Dean Preston built an
entryway to the Story Walk Trail and also provided the department with another set of story
boards.  The department is so grateful for the contribution to our community that these committed
Boy Scouts make.  In June, the playground equipment that was purchased through a grant oppor-
tunity In November of 2014 was installed at the park.  Once this was accomplished, we have had
so many daily users to the park, and have received many positive comments. In December, we
finalized the last step in the Recreational Trails Grant that had been acquired in 2013 by building
an ADA compliant pathway from the parking lot to the pond’s edge.
Dundee Park had another busy summer with over 16,314 recorded visits.  Dundee is a very popu-
lar facility for people from all over the region, including many groups from surrounding Parks and
Recreation departments.  We had 32 days with over 200 visits and our highest attendance for the
summer was on Sunday, July 12th with 674 visitors.  We sold 277 passes, which was lower than
last year, and we saw a reduction in our number of group visitors, accounting for 11% of our total
visitors.  Our canoe and paddle boat rentals took in $1,525 and our beverage sales took in a net of
$610.  Overall our total revenue for the season was $43,281. We replaced 10 more of our outdoor
grills, thus completing a 2-year process of grill replacement, and Park Manager Ron Faucher re-
paired a number of picnic benches and prepared for construction of new picnic benches in 2016.
We hosted a Monday Meals Program in August this summer, and we had 138 people attend. Many
thanks to Mona Dodd and Ron Faucher, our park managers, and all our staff at Dundee Park for a
successful 2015 season!
Our summer day camp program was very successful in 2015 with 203 children enjoying one of our
three day camps run by the Department. The camps were stationed at the Middle School and the
High School this summer  We offer a wide variety of activities at camp including field trips, arts
and craft activities, games, special themed events and camp wide activities for all to enjoy and to
make it a positive and active summer for all our children at camp. Our camp philosophy is to pro-
The mission of the Windham Parks and Recreation Department is to create a sense of community
through people, parks and programs.
*****************************************************************************
**********
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vide a safe and positive environment and to provide opportunities for an active and fun experience for
all campers.  We had 27 staff members providing a quality experience to our campers this summer.
New in 2015 was the Summer Tennis Camp offered by Wayne St. Peter, and we had 16 youth partici-
pate in this instructional program.
Our ski program at Shawnee Peak went extremely well with 58 participants in our Friday evening pro-
gram and 13 participants in our Wednesday afterschool program.  Our track programs have been very
popular and successful in 2015.  We had 47 youth in our summer track program and 18 in our indoor
track program. Philip Jackson was our head coach for both programs.  Windham also hosted the State
USATF Youth meet on July 16th.  Many thanks to Rich Drummond and his staff and Windham Boosters
for their support and assistance in this state meet. In the Fall, the department introduced a youth
cheering program for Grades K-8, and there were 53 participants who came out for this recreational
cheering program. The department also offers two safety programs twice a year that are extremely
popular with Grades 6-8, a Red Cross Babysitting Course and a Home Alone Course.  Mad Science is
offered throughout the schoolyear as an after school enrichment opportunity for grade school children.
Our seniors had many choices for day trips during the year.  We offered 21 trips and served a total of
51 different people. Highlights included the following:   City Theater in Biddeford, Deertrees Theater in
Harrison, Hackmatack Summer Theatre, Stone Mountain Arts Center, the Fryeburg Fair, numerous
shopping destinations and some great eating establishments. Many thanks to Laura Rhodes, one of
our drivers who has volunteered over 11 years with the Parks and Recreation Department.
The Parks and Recreation Department offers some annual special events that the community looks
forward to each year, which includes the Father Daughter Dance, the Mother Son Sports Nite, and the
Halloween Party.  New for 2015 was the Community Tree Lighting at the Public Safety Building, and
the great response to that will certainly result in this being an annual event as well.
We also encourage all our residents to bike, hike or walk one of our great conservation and trail areas
we have in Windham.  For trail maps and further information on our program and special events
please check our web site at www.windhammaine.us.
Following Brian Ross’s retirement in May, 2015, I came on board in June – just in time for so many of
the great things that this department has to offer.  I want to thank the staff ( Jackie Roux, Lynn Buck-
nell, Sherri Holtan and Kevin Bailey) for welcoming me to the department and for all the great work
they do for the Windham community.  I want to thank the Parks and Recre-
ation Advisory Committee (Donna Chapman, Jennie Butler, Casey Dubay,
Jason Hanken, Pat Moody and Carol Waig), for the vision and enthusiasm
they have brought to this department.  I also   want to thank the Dundee
Park Advisory Committee (Curt Bartram, Lucretia Gilheany, Patrick Gil-
heany and David Johnstone) for their commitment to being good stewards
of Windham’s wonderful waterfront facility.
The department has many wonderful plans in place for 2016, and we hope
that you will find that something we are offering is just what you were look-
ing for!
Submitted by
Linda Brooks, Parks and Recreation Director Pink Lady’s Slipper, DonnabethLippman Park, May 2015.  Photo
courtesy of Ben Smith.
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Windham Planning Department
Vision for the Windham Planning Department
The Windham Planning Department is dedicated to encourage, support and enable Windham’s citi-
zens, elected leaders and officials to:
 Articulate and formalize their visions and goals through the creation of the comprehensive
master plan, programmatic and district plans and policies.
 Achieve the community’s goals by implementing plans through ordinance and policy develop-
ment, project management and the employment of a fair and predictable development review
process.
 Contribute through opportunities for meaningful participation by diverse methods at all stages
of planning in order to continuously update and refine community goals, ensure transparency
in planning services, and to build awareness for community issues and opportunities.
Department Mission
The mission of the Planning Department is to provide professional advice and technical expertise
to citizens, elected leaders and municipal officials to assist in understanding and addressing com-
munity issues and priorities.  This is accomplished through a focus on long term economic vitality,
environmental integrity, and quality of place through the development of high quality plans, plan
implementation and development review services.
Department Structure
The Planning Director, Ben Smith, AICP, is responsible for overall management of the department
and long range planning projects.  Long range projects, which are undertaken as directed by the
Town Council and Town Manager, include a range of topics that deal with land development and
transportation.
Planner Amanda Lessard is lead staff member for development review services.  The majority of
this work involves assisting the Planning Board and Staff Review Committee in their reviews of
Subdivision and Site Plan applications by coordinating the recommendations of Town staff mem-
bers and outside engineers and working with applicants on ordinance and process questions.  For
those not familiar with these terms, subdivision applications involve the division of land into multi-
ple parcels, while site plan applications are typically for the construction of commercial or industri-
al buildings on a single parcel.  Amanda also assists with long range projects as time allows.
Lisa Fisher is the department’s administrative assistant and provides assistance to the public and
support on development review and research projects. Lisa also provides administrative support
for the oversight of performance guarantees and development escrow accounts for projects under
construction.
Development Review Activities
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During the 2015 calendar year, the planning department ac-
cepted thirteen (13) subdivision applications, seven (7) site plan applications, one (1) ordinance
amendment, and one (1) contract zone, one (1) extension of approval, two (2) conditional uses,
and one (1) shoreland zoning application.  This represented an increase over application levels in
2014.
The Planning Board issued approvals for four (4) site plan applications, two (2) conditional use,
nine (9) subdivision applications, one (1) ordinance amendment, one (1) contract zone and one (1)
extension of approval during 2015.
Planning Board submission requirements were amended in 2015, in order to increase public access
to submission materials and improve efficiency for staff and the Board.  In 2016, we anticipate fully
electronic Board packets which will reduce costs for applicants and make record management easi-
er for Board members and staff.
Long Range Planning Activities
In 2015, the department worked on the long-range planning projects listed below.  Additional infor-
mation on these projects can be found on the department’s webpage at www.windhammaine.us.
 Comprehensive Master Plan update (a top Town Council priority)
 A Values & Vision Statement was approved by the Review Team and Town Council in
February 2015.
 Inventory Chapter drafting was mostly completed per the state requirements in
2015.
 North Route 302 Transportation Plan (White’s Bridge Rd. to Mineral Springs Rd.)
 The project to reconfigure the Whites Bridge Road and Anglers Road intersection on
Route 302 has received its final approvals in January 2015.  The project went out to
bid in March, and is expected to be completed prior to the end of the year.
 21st Century Downtown Plan for North Windham
 Comprehensive effort to build upon the sense of place in the North Windham com-
mercial district through transportation improvements and land use planning tools.
 Preliminary Engineering of improvements within the Roosevelt Trail (Route 302) and
Tandberg Trail (Routes 115 and 35) began in late 2015.  These improvements in-
clude sidewalks, sidewalks, intersection improvements, access management and
looking at landscaping and lighting.
 Windham Energy Committee
 This group is continuing to work on conservation and efficiency in municipal opera-
tions, including research on LED streetlight technology, and preparing for an update
of the 2010 Windham Energy Plan.
 Portland Area Comprehensive Transportation System (PACTS) Planning Committee
 Federally mandated transportation planning and funding agency for the region.
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Looking Ahead
The Planning Department is anticipating completion of the Comprehensive Plan this year.  A draft
plan is anticipated for public review in mid-2016.  Updating Planning Board submission requirements
is also a priority for the Department, in order to enable electronic Board packets which will increase
public access to submission materials, lower costs for applicants and improve efficiency for staff and
the Board.
Contact Us
The Planning Department is located on the top floor of Town Hall.  The office is open Monday
through Friday from 8:00 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.  You may also reach us by phone at 207-894-5960 ext.
2 or via the email addresses on the Town's website.  Our goal is to provide a high level of customer
service, and we encourage all residents to contact us with any thoughts or questions on planning in
Windham.
Yours Truly,
Ben Smith, AICP
Director of Planning
Amanda Lessard
Planner
Lisa Fisher
Administrative Assistant
Planning and GPCOG staﬀ installing traﬃc coun ng
equipment in North Windham, August 2015.
Electric Vehicle charging sta on, Town Oﬃce, June 2015.
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This past year was one of significant transition of the Windham Police Department. It marked
the retirement of both Lieutenant David DeGruchy after 36 ½ years of service and Chief Richard
Lewsen after 38 ½ years. Both men served the community with distinction and built the depart-
ment from the ground up since its inception in 1976.  Sergeant James Boudreau was promoted
to Lieutenant and I, Kevin Schofield was hired as Chief of Police in April 2015.   It is our goal to
continue to develop and grow the department with the community and provide quality modern
police services required as we continue to evolve through the 21st century.
The Windham Police Department consists of an organization of 29 persons inclusive of both
sworn and non-sworn personnel providing police services to the Town of Windham.  The depart-
ment is broken down into the following divisions.
Uniformed Patrol
The patrol division consists of 18 uniformed personnel responsible for patrolling the community
24 hours a day seven days a week. The Patrol Division is charged with the responsibility of re-
sponding to citizen complaints, investigating traffic crashes and enforcing both criminal and traf-
fic laws of the State of Maine. In addition to these duties the patrol division consists of personnel
who are certified state instructors or experts in several disciplines. These include certified use of
force  instructors, firearms instructors, as well as traffic crash reconstructionists, DRE’s ( Drug
Recognition Experts), instructors in intoxilyzer / drunk driving detection and Police K-9.
Criminal Investigations Division
The department’s Criminal Investigations Division is made up of six sworn full-time personnel.
The division consists of, three Detectives, one School Resource Officer, a Community Services
Officer and a Narcotics Investigator.
The division is primarily responsible for the follow-up investigation of crimes committed against
persons or property in the Town of Windham. All major investigations that are undertaken by
the Windham Police Department are conducted, or aided by investigators assigned to the Crimi-
nal Investigations Division. Some of the types of crimes investigated by the division include Rob-
bery, Burglary, Larceny, Auto Theft, and other major crimes against persons that include all
types of Assaults. The Narcotics Investigator is sworn with federal authority and is also responsi-
ble for initiating the forfeiture of property that is seized by the department as a result of criminal
activity.
The School Resource Officer is assigned to the high school. In addition to providing law enforce-
ment services to the High School, he works with the school to develop various emergency re-
sponse plans and security related policies. Equally important is the school resource officer teach-
es various classes on criminal justice related topics at the request of staff.
The community services officer’s primary role is teaching various programs in the elementary
and middle school levels.  D.A.R.E.:    Drug Abuse Resistance Education is a comprehensive 17
week curriculum taught to the fifth grade classes at the Windham Manchester School.  This pro-
gram's focus is to educate children in resistance to drugs and violence and peer pressure.
DARE Middle school Program: The Department also provides the DARE Middle School Program.
This curriculum provides the necessary follow through that the DARE program had been lacking
here in Windham in past years.  The middle school program is taught to all 7th grade students.
These lessons, as well as the fifth grade curriculum meet many of the federal learning standards
for health curriculum and have actually been written into the Windham School System’s Health
Curriculum.
Windham Police Department
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Administrative Support
The Windham Police Department’s administrative support staff consists of two members; they
are responsible for maintaining all of the various records of the department. These include de-
partment inventory, department training records, traffic crash reports, incident reports as well
as arrest reports.  They are responsible for compliance with a variety of mandatory reporting on
crime statistics to both the state and federal governments and also responsible to review and
take appropriate actions on any freedom of access requests made of the department.  Staff also
performs the department’s financial functions of accounts payable, accounts receivable and pay-
roll.
Animal Control
The animal control division consists of a single certified animal control officer. The animal control
officer is responsible for patrolling the town looking for dogs running at large, disturbing the
peace or in violation of dog leash law and licensing ordinances. The animal control officer also is
responsible for the proper disposal of dead and seriously injured domestic animals in the town.
As required, the Animal Control Officer also addresses matters pertaining to the proper welfare
and shelter issues with domesticated farm animals.
Emergency Communications
The dispatching and E911 services for the Windham Police Department are provided by the
Cumberland County Regional Communications Center located in South Windham.  The center
services most emergency services in central and western Cumberland County. They are a full
service E911 Public Safety Answering Point equipped with the most modern and up to date tech-
nologies and emergency communication policies and procedures.
Networking Programs
In order to provide services to the many different demographics of our community, the depart-
ment has developed and enhanced partnerships with several different agencies this year.  TRIAD
is an organization to help develop various services to seniors in our community.  We have joined
the Westbrook/Gorham TRIAD to help bring services to seniors in Windham.   We have devel-
oped a working relationship with Family Crisis Services.  FSC provides various supports for peo-
ple dealing with domestic violence related issues. We find that Family Crisis is an important as-
set in or efforts to investigate and provide services to our citizens dealing with these issues.
Trauma Intervention Prevention Services (TIPS) is an organization that provides trained volun-
teer to respond to traumatic events to lend assistant to family, friends and the community in
general. TIPS provide enormous support to emergency service providers while working on the
difficult situations.  We have also established a reading program at the Primary School.  Officer
go to the school to read to classroom to help support the school in a positive personality trait the
school is trying to teach during that time frame.  This program was received very well by the
students, staff and parents.  We will continue to look for opportunities to partner with group to
help provide services to our community.
Respectfully submitted,
Chief Kevin L. Schofield
Windham Police Department
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Windham Public Works Department
www.windhammaine.us
185 Windham Center Road
Windham, ME 04062
Telephone (207) 892-1909 Fax (207) 892-0542
Annual Report
Highlights of the Calendar Year
2015
Personnel:
 Brian Morin started working for Building & Grounds - Custodial on January 20, 2015;
 Kevin Kimball – moved over from Truck Driver to working on Storm GPS and mapping;
 On May 13, 2015 Windham Public Works send 3 2 man teams to compete at the Annual Cum-
berland County Snow Plow Rodeo.  Each driver must navigate a truck with plow and wing
through obstacle stations missing the obstacles or as many as possible.  Of the 20 teams partic-
ipating Windham’s Mike Fardon and Jamie Leighton took 2nd place in regionals and 2nd place in
States;
 May 16, 2015 Public Works Open House/Food Drive for the Windham Food Pantry;
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 Visits with schools and daycares;
Equipment Purchased
 2015 GMC 1 Ton Pickup trucks (2)
 2015 International Dump
 2015 Cat Loader 938M
Storm Water
 Catch Basins ~ Cleaned 657 basins ~ Checked 59 basins ~ 220 man hours
 Catch Basin Line Marking ~189 man hours
 Dry Weather Outfall Inspections ~156 man hours
 GPS and Mapping ~ 85 man hours
 Outfall cleaning/ditching ~ 57 man hours
 Stabilization Run off ~122 man hours
Town Wide Road Striping
 Double yellow centerlines ~ 245,829 feet
 White Edge Lines ~  173,961 feet
 Lane Lines ~  6,307 feet
 Directional Arrows ~ 295
 Letters ~ 228
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 Stop lines ~ 277 feet of 12”
 Stop lines ~ 1195 feet of 24”
 Crosswalk markings ~ 2,286.5 feet
 Yellow lines around islands ~ 680 liner feet
 Parking spaces ~ 218
 Handicap Parking ~ No Parking 6 each
Road Routine Maintenance
 Install & repair basins, grading, shouldering, ditching, build & pave swales, replaced culverts & cross
culverts
 Roadside mowing ~240 man hours
 8,498 gallons of liquid calcium for dust control
 Grading dirt roads ~ 227 man hours
 Road & hand sweeping ~ 1,286  man hours
 Brush/tree cutting ~ 111 man hours
 Bump signs-frost heaves signs ~ 48 man hours
 Cold Patching ~ 500 man hours
 Culvert replacement/ditching ~ 2,998 man hours
 Shoulder work ~ 732 man hours
 Sign installation, repair & sign work ~ 224 man hours
 Storm cleanup-up from wind and rain ~ 200 man hours
 Wash-out repairs ~ 15 man hours
Permits Issued
 Driveway permits ~  31 Issued
 Street Opening permits ~ 34 Issued
Road Paving Program
 Box cut (repairing road bed in preparing for paving) ~ 1,098 man hours
 Cross culvert replacement ~ 401 man hours
 Ditching ~ 2,250 man hours
 Driveway aprons (gravel driveway aprons to match new pavement) ~ 341 man hours
 Misc. prep work ~ 228 man hours
 Shoulder work ~ 305 man hours
 Paved:  Surface Albion Rd. Falmouth Rd. to 302
 Shim & overlay Falmouth Rd. – Albion to Falmouth town line
 Reclaim & base paved Dutton Hill Rd.
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Snow Events & Material Usage ~ responded to 24 snow/ice events some multiple day
events
Snow Events ~ 16/man hours ~ 2,909
Inches of Snow ~ 102.5 inches of snow
Ice Events ~ 8 ice, sleet, freezing rain events
Snow removal man hours ~ 574
Building & Grounds Maintenance Division
Maintained 9 Municipal buildings & grounds
 Mowed & manicured municipal grounds
 Assist with the setup of New Christmas lights & decorations through out the town & maintained
lights through the season
Maintained 26 Cemeteries
 Clean up commenced in April
 Mowed cemeteries through the season
 Special preparation for Memorial Day, Veterans Day, & Labor Day
Fleet Maintenance Division
Maintained all vehicles & equipment used by Public Works, Police Department, Recreation De-
partment & Town Office
Fabricated plow parts, wing parts
Respectfully Submitted by,
Doug Fortier, Director of Public Works
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General Assistance
The Town of Windham’s General Assistance Program (G.A.) is a state mandated, municipally
administered financial assistance program.  It was designed to be a program of “last resort” for
residents who are unable to provide for their basic needs.  The G.A. office is located in The
Family Resource Center at 377 Gray Road.  It is overseen by the Assistant Town Manager/H.R.
Director and is staffed by René Daniel, G.A. Administrator.
Assistance is available for basic necessities as defined by local ordinance and state statutes.
Eligible applicants are assisted through payments made to specific vendors.  Administrative
costs of the program are paid for through tax dollars.  The state reimbursed the Town for 50%
from January  through June and 70% from July  through December of the cost of general assis-
tance benefits paid for residents.  In 2015, $12,220.75 was issued to eligible recipients prior to
reimbursement.  This reflects a 70% decrease in overall general assistance costs from 2014.
The decrease is attributed to continued diligent oversight of the program: Administration by a
certified General Assistance Administrator, strict adherence to the ordinance, continued educa-
tion regarding the program, furnishing food and non-food assistance through the Windham Food
Pantry, and the lower than expected cost of heating fuel which significantly reduced requests
for heating assistance.
General Assistance Expenditures 2010 – 2015
Under G.A., applicants must provide verification of their income and expenses, residence, and
if unable to work, medical documentation substantiating their work limitations.  Applicants are
required to seek work if they are physically able and/or to apply for assistance through other
state and federal programs that may be available to them.  A determination of eligibility is
made for a thirty-day period based on anticipated earnings.  Individuals and families that do
not qualify for financial assistance are referred to local resources appropriate to their need(s).
Please call 892-1906 to schedule an appointment.  Office hours:  Monday – Friday 8am to
4pm.
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2015 General Assistance Expenditures
Food Pantry/Clothes Closet
The Food Pantry and its companion Clothes Closet were established in response to a growing
need for assistance in the community.  Food insecurity is a real and urgent issue and it is being
addressed at the Food Pantry with confidentiality and compassion through private appointments
with the Social Services Assistant, Colette Gagnon.
Clients are served once a month and receive fresh milk, eggs, bread, and vegetables/fruit (when
available) in addition to meat and staple items.  Families with children are provided with “extras”
during school vacations and the summer break.  In 2015, the Pantry served 3,069 families made
up of 4,259 adults and 1,678 children for a total of 5,937 people.
In 2015 the Food Pantry received U.S.D.A. surplus and “rescued” food from Wayside Food Res-
cue and has maintained a relationship with The Good Shepherd Food-Bank. The Food Pantry re-
lies on, and is very fortunate to have, generous individual and corporate donations as well as
community participation during food drives.  In 2015, local businesses, churches, service groups,
grocery stores, schools and individuals have all been very generous and provided the Food Pan-
try with $20,847.01 in cash donations.  The Town would like to thank these businesses, organi-
zations, churches, and volunteers that assist those in need throughout the year.
The Food Pantry and the Clothes Closet are open Monday – Thursday 8am – 4pm.  Food Pantry
clients must provide proof of residency – i.e. utility bill or lease.  There is no residency require-
ment for items needed from the Clothes Closet. Call 892-1931 to schedule an appointment.
Respectfully Submitted,
Phyllis Moss, Assistant Town Manager/ H.R. Director
Type
Inter-
views #Cases #People Benefit Provided
Housing 128 19 63 $8,581.92
Emergency Housing 12 0 0 $0
Heating 37 8 30 $1,735.20
Electric (non-heating) 20 3 11 $141.00
Propane (non-heating) 13 1 4 $192.63
Food 60 0 0 $0
Prescriptions 4 0 0 $0
Medical Services 2 0 0 $0
Dental Services 0 0 0 $0
Burials/Cremations 5 2 2 $1570.00
Diapers/Baby Supplies 23 0 0 $0
Household/Personal 22 0 0 $0
All Other Needs 0 0 0 $0
326 33 110 $12,220.75
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Everything stayed status quo in the Clerk’s office this year with one exception, the Concealed
Weapons law.  The law changed in October of 2015.  The new statute applies to both residents
and non-residents ages 21 and older, who are not otherwise banned from carrying a concealed
firearm.  They can now carry a concealed handgun within state borders without needing a per-
mit.  Previously, carrying a concealed handgun required taking a handgun safety course, going
to the Town Clerk’s Office to fill out a nine (9)-page application and paying a fee of $35.00, then
the Police Chief would do a background check before he would issue the permit.  We are still
seeing those people with permits, for the most part, coming in to renew them.  They are worried
that the law might change back so they want to keep their permits active.
We held two elections this year.  The first was on June 9 for the RSU #14 Budget Valida-
tion Referendum.  We did not see a big turnout, only 273 people voted in this election.  The sec-
ond election was on November 4; it was a State Referendum and Municipal/RSU#14 candidate
election.  There were 11,895 registered voters and we had 2,148 participate.  These numbers
are typical for an off-election year.
Clerk’s Statistical Data
Births Marriages Deaths Hunting/Fishing Dogs Concealed Weapons
2011 185 92 106 1259 2109 181_______
2012 167 112 121 1173 2093 247_______
2013 196 130 120 1259 2058 345_______
2014 193 119 125 1261 2110 207_______
2015 182 140 147 1211 2117 175_______
Our current Boston Post Cane recipient, Clista Loring, passed away on September 15 at
the age of 107 years and 7 months!  In November, I presented the cane to Isabel Taylor.  Isabel
is 101 and has lived in the Town of Windham since 1951.  She taught for 24 years in Windham
at the Arlington and new Manchester schools.  The Boston Post cane has been presented to
Windham’s oldest living resident since 1909 when the tradition began.
We did very well in collecting donations for the needy children in Windham, and we were
able to buy many gifts to be handed out at Social Services for Christmas.  We collect our dona-
tions from performing marriages at town hall and accepting donations from people needing our
Dedimus service.  We also have some residents, who each year, stop by to make a donation just
because they want to and they know we have been doing this for many, many years.
Our annual Rabies Clinic was held on December 5 at Town Hall.  Dr. Griffin and his Assis-
tant/Wife came to give the rabies shots.  The Clerk’s Office was also there licensing dogs for the
coming year.  I would like to thank the Lake Region Animal Hospital for continuing to support us
in our efforts helping people to get their pets inoculated.
I would also like to thank my staff, Judy Vance & Rita Bernier, they are wonderful to work
with and have a wealth of knowledge.  It is also a pleasure to work alongside the women in Auto
Registration, Judith, Joanne, Lucy and Stephanie.
Respectfully Submitted,
Linda Morrell, Town Clerk, CCM
Town Clerk
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2015 Deaths
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Carrie Agren 45 9/12/2015
Raymond Alley 91 2/3/2015
Virginia Anderson 85 10/15/2015
Curtiss Anderson 59 12/7/2015
Donald Andreasen 79 8/27/2015
Theresa Arsenault 88 3/5/2015
Carolyn Auger 43 9/14/2015
Sandra Barracks 73 8/4/2015
Theresa Belanger 93 4/8/2015
Eugene Bellanceau 86 6/4/2015
Jonathan Billings 24 8/2/2015
Ethel Blake 87 5/7/2015
Robert Blanchard 63 9/13/2015
Alice Bowden 89 12/19/2015
Barbara Brown 86 6/15/2015
David Burns 84 1/6/2015
Barbara Burns 76 7/3/2015
Alton Cain 74 11/15/2015
Suzanne Caron 82 8/16/2015
Gerald Carr 64 3/5/2015
Janet Carson 80 6/24/2015
Howard Chadbourne 89 5/1/2015
Lucille Chapman 81 2/10/2015
Merton Chase 75 5/26/2015
Joe Chason 75 10/4/2015
Sally Clark 76 8/26/2015
Frederick Conti 94 2/6/2015
Marion Crommie 96 4/30/2015
Shane Donnelly 16 5/20/2015
Christopher Doucette 33 1/19/2015
Beatrice Douglas 77 8/15/2015
Shirley Drew 79 9/17/2015
John Drew 58 11/23/2015
Terrence Driscoll 78 1/24/2015
Douglas Dufour 72 12/28/2015
Mary Dunham 79 10/24/2015
Agnes Dyke 95 3/16/2015
Patricia Edwards 72 6/8/2015
Simon  Ellis 70 4/26/2015
Madaline Emerson 84 2/24/2015
Florence Emerson 93 3/7/2015
James Ferguson 44 3/19/2015
William Files 82 4/30/2015
Matthew Fitzgerald 37 9/29/2015
Kathryn Forbes 98 11/11/2015
Donald Foss 71 3/21/2015
Robert Fraser 65 7/12/2015
Pauline Gaucher 96 2/17/2015
Joan Gauthier 71 10/24/2015
Nellie Gilpatric 86 4/1/2015
Harold Gleason 67 6/2/2015
James Goodwin 38 3/8/2015
Thelma Gormley 92 9/12/2015
Yvonne Gottsch 84 9/3/2015
Donna Graham 56 3/25/2015
John Gregory 92 7/22/2015
Alicia Hallock 65 3/3/2015
Cheryl Hansen 57 1/23/2015
Kenneth Hanson 81 2/20/2015
Elsie Harmon 90 11/18/2015
Tacy Hartley 74 12/7/2015
Phyllis Harvey 75 3/13/2015
Deborah Heller 60 9/23/2015
Dean Henger 51 2/9/2015
Jacqueline Herbert 85 4/17/2015
Shirley Higgins 92 10/3/2015
Martha Hill 55 6/11/2015
David Horr 53 6/4/2015
Mary Howie 91 6/12/2015
Amy Hutchinson 95 11/14/2015
Roy Ingalls 86 11/28/2015
Gordon Jeffords 86 9/3/2015
Marie Jerome 93 12/13/2015
Lorraine Johnson 76 8/17/2015
Bernadene  Jordan 85 5/2/2015
Dorothy Kelley 83 12/22/2015
Ellis Kennie 92 9/17/2015
Ernest Kimberlin 83 11/17/2015
Carolyn Knights 50 9/14/2015
John Lambert 88 3/29/2015
Howard Langille 77 10/29/2015
Eva Langley 96 5/29/2015
Ronald Larson 77 8/25/2015
Douglas Lawton 68 7/10/2015
Edna Lee 95 11/8/2015
Clista Loring 107 9/9/2015
Katie Lougee 36 9/27/2015
Ruth MacArthur 89 12/15/2015
Ruth Maldonado 70 1/7/2015
Thomas Mannette 71 3/17/2015
John Martell 74 6/23/2015
Francis martin 74 1/19/2015
Duncan McInnis 84 6/26/2015
Wesley McKague 60 9/13/2015
Irene Melvin 79 10/2/2015
Monica Merrill 76 6/11/2015
Paul Miller 44 8/2/2015
Ramona Moore 87 1/17/2015
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Leslie Morse 76 10/24/2015
Michael Murphy 78 6/23/2015
Jonathan Murray 38 2/8/2015
George Nash 82 8/31/2015
Eugene Nelson 92 10/29/2015
Dominick Nigro 90 8/30/2015
Bernd Nowak 70 12/17/2015
Ray Pallas 72 1/21/2015
Kent Paul 74 12/24/2015
Jo- Ann Pendelton 71 9/3/2015
Helen Plummer 92 3/15/2015
Veronica Prescott 67 11/26/2015
Nellie Pressey 95 8/2/2015
Rene Ramirez 55 7/4/2015
Clifford Reichert 91 7/30/2015
Stanley Reynolds 89 9/27/2015
Pauline Richardson 89 10/26/2015
Brittney Ross 28 3/1/2015
Marian Rowan 41 9/30/2015
Leonard Sanborn 94 12/3/2015
Gary Schulz 77 6/14/2015
Gerald Seavey 81 3/12/2015
Barbara Secord 72 11/28/2015
Wendell Shaw 87 3/17/2015
Lois Shepard 85 12/10/2015
Ruth Shoemaker 100 4/17/2015
Patrick Sinibaldi 47 8/23/2015
Richard Smart 82 1/30/2015
Wilma Smith 97 6/19/2015
Franklin Steer 70 7/5/2015
Dominique Stover 39 11/18/2015
Anna Stuart 67 10/24/2015
Howard Sullivan 74 2/26/2015
Vicki Tomlin 51 10/14/2015
Hazel Townsend 93 4/1/2015
Thomas Truscott 55 5/25/2015
Sheila Varney 84 8/29/2015
Roghyeh Sayedeh, 66 9/1/2015
Elaine Walter 70 1/10/2015
Joann Webb 68 1/7/2015
Joan Weeks 72 12/19/2015
Frank Wescott 72 2/19/2015
Gay Whitney 69 8/22/2015
Margaret Williams 95 1/17/2015
Warren Wilson 81 5/17/2015
Leonice Winship 88 5/29/2015
Viola Works 80 2/26/2015
Marilyn Worrey 87 2/22/2015
Lawrence Ziehler 75 7/2/2015
May they
rest in peace.
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Town Council & Active Committee List
Active list of Council-Appointed Committee Members as of  May 31, 2016
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Town Council
Donna Chapman CH
Thomas Gleason (1948-2016)
Roy Moore
Robert Muir PL
David Nadeau
Tim Nangle
Dennis Welch VC
Assessment Review Board
Steve Clauson
Michelle Farwell
Gary Lytle
Frayla Schoenfeld
(1)  vacancy
Comprehensive Plan Review
Team
Patrick Corey
Michael Duffy
John Eddy
Marge Govoni
Kenneth Grondin
Sparky Hurgin
David Nadeau
Allan Phinney
Frayla Schoenfeld
Tony Searles
David Tobin
Dundee Park Advisory Committee
Curt Bartram
Lucretia Gilheany
David Johnstone
Patrick Gilheany
(3) vacancies
Energy Advisory Committee
Rocky Ackroyd
Curt Bartram
Joanna Bridges
John Eddy
David Foster
Jarrod Maxfield
1)  vacancy
Ethics Board
David Collins
William Harrison
Geoffrey Wright
Human Services Advisory
Committee
Marge Govoni
Laura Pecoraro
Wanda Pettersen
(4)vacancies
Land Use Ordinance Committee
Timothy Nangle (Council)
Margaret Pinchbeck (Planning Bd.)
James Cobb (ZBA)
Jim Cummings
Peter Gilman
Library Board of Trustees
Elizabeth McDougall
Bob Rosborough CH
Catherine Miller
Bruce Raeburn
Flora Woodside
Natural Resources Advisory Com-
mittee
Tim Nangle (Council)
Donna Chapman
(6) Vacancies
Parks & Recreation Advisory
Committee
Donna Chapman (Council)
Jennie Butler
Casey Dubay
Jason Hanken
Liza Libby
Patrick Moody
Shawn Plante
Carol Waig
Planning Board
David Douglass CH
John Eddy
Keith Elder
James Hanscom VC
Rachael Mack
Margaret Pinchbeck
(1) Vacancy (1) Alt. Vacancy
Public Easement Advisory Com-
mittee
Tommy Gleason (Council)
Paul Caron
David Libby
(2)Vacancies
Voter Registration Board
Marcia Blanchard CH
Diane Bryant (D)
Phyllis Koenig Hall (R)
Pat McKeen (D) - Alt
Colleen Coulthard (R) - Alt
Wastewater Management Plan-
ning Advisory Committee
Peter Anania
Tom Bartell
David Nadeau
Tony Plante
Mac Richardson
Dustin Roma
Ben Smith
Windham Economic Development
Corp.
Tom Bartell, Executive Director
Tom Gleason (Council)
Roy Moore (Council)
Tony Plante, Town Manager
Ben Smith, Planning Director
Larry Eliason
Dustin Roma, President
Elizabeth Schidzig, Vice President
John McGinnis
(1) Vacancy
Zoning Board of Appeals
James Cobb VC
Chuck Fleck
Marge Govoni CH
Fred Panico
(1) Vacancy (1) Alt. Vacancy
We would like to express our grati-
tude to the many citizens who not
only devote their time and energy to
council boards and committees, but
also to those who support the many
social service, educational and civic
needs in our community.   Thank you
for all that you do!
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Important Dates
Committee and Board Monthly Meetings:
Town Council Monthly — 1st through 4th Tuesdays
Planning Board Monthly — 2nd and 4th Monday
Zoning Board Monthly —1st  Thursday  (and 3rd Thursday if needed)
Please contact Town Hall if you have any questions on committee meeting schedules.
2016 Office Closings
January 1, 2016, Friday – New Year’s Day
January 18, Monday – Martin Luther King Day
February 15, Monday – Presidents’ Day
April 18, Monday – Patriots’ Day
May 30, Monday – Memorial Day
July 4, Monday – Independence Day
September 5, Monday – Labor Day
October 10, Monday – Columbus Day
November 11, Friday – Veterans Day
November 24, Thursday – Thanksgiving
November 25, Friday – Day after Thanksgiving
December 26, Monday – Day after Christmas
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Tax Liens
Unpaid as of June 30, 2015
*Paid since June 30, 2015 **Partial Payment since June 30, 2015
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2002
Gorrivan Mary Heirs of C/O Marjorie Sampson 182.75
2003
Gorrivan Mary Heirs of C/O Marjorie Sampson 390.98
2004
Gorrivan Mary Heirs of C/O Marjorie Sampson 214.70
2005
Beaulieu Michael 601.64
Gorrivan Mary Heirs of C/O Marjorie Sampson 402.28
2006
*Beaulieu Michael W 1,052.03
Beaulieu Michael W 845.24
Glantz  Ronald A 684.78
Gorrivan Mary Heirs of C/O Marjorie Sampson 581.95
Miraglia Frank M & Jeanette B 588.73
2007
American Homes 13,452.65
*Beaulieu Michael W 1,052.03
Beaulieu Michael W 845.24
Callahan James & Karen Folan c/o Karen Folan 354.82
Crowley Timothy C 5,709.89
Glantz Ronald Augustus 684.78
Gorrivan Mary Heirs of c/o Marjorie Sampson 581.95
MacDonald Philip E Jr 1,509.68
Miraglia Frank M & Jeanette B 588.73
Munroe John P 1,343.57
Pierce  Michael S & Beverly A 2,404.64
2008
American Homes 14,696.06
*Beaulieu Michael W 1,061.34
Beaulieu Michael W 852.72
Callahan James & Karen Folan C/O Karen Folan 715.92
Crowley Timothy C 5,760.42
Glantz Ronald A 690.84
Gorrivan Mary Heirs of C/O Marjorie Sampson 587.10
Jipson Shannon 25.08
Lawrence Harry R C/O Dean M Palli 103.74
M W Beaulieu & Sons Excavating 365.94
MacDonald Philip E Jr 1,523.04
Miraglia Frank M & Jeanette B 593.94
Munroe John P 1,355.46
Pierce  Michael S & Beverly A 2,425.92
Vickerson Carl D C/O Dean & Polky 66.12
*Whitcher Paul G & Serena J 1,455.86
White Sheila B & Wendall P Bickford III 149.66
2009
Allen Stacia c/o Earlen M Dorais 1,204.31
American Homes 13,988.42
Beaulieu Michael W 878.90
*Beaulieu Michael W 1,093.93
Callahan James & Karen Folan C/O Karen Folan 737.90
Crowley Timothy C 5,958.43
Glantz Ronald A 712.05
Gorrivan Mary Heirs of C/O Marjorie Sampson 605.13
Greenlaw Todd S Dunn & Tara L 307.87
Hunts Woods of Windham LLC 2,298.32
M W Beaulieu & Sons Excavating 377.18
MacDonald Philip E Jr 1,569.80
Mckeage David L 1,570.98
Miraglia Frank M & Jeanette B 612.18
Munroe John P 1,397.08
Palli Dean M 106.93
Parker David A 1,331.28
Pierce  Michael S 2,500.40
Polky Eben & Cheryl Dean 68.15
Southern Maine Land Holdings LLC 2,396.01
**Whitcher Paul G & Serena J 455.78
White Sheila B & Wendall P Bickford III 306.68
Woodbury Peter A II 2,297.13
2010
*Beaulieu Michael W 1,233.42
Beaulieu Michael W 912.56
Callahan James & Karen Folan C/O Karen Folan 766.16
Cashmere Estates Windham LLC 14,524.10
Crowley Timothy C 6,186.62
Dorais Earlene M 1,310.28
Drost Marjorie L - Heirs of 2,047.16
Glantz Ronald A 7,005.24
Glantz Ronald A & Georgie O 2,967.04
Glantz Ronald A & Linda M 2,747.44
Glantz Ronald Augustus 708.82
Gorrivan Mary Heirs of C/O Marjorie Sampson 628.30
Greenlaw Todd S Dunn & Tara L 638.06
Haskell Susan J 187.58
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Holinger David A & Carrie E 2,779.33
HRC – Village at Little Falls LLC 760.06
Hunts Woods of Windham LLC 2,386.32
Knight Barbara A 465.00
M W Beaulieu & Sons Excavating 391.62
MacDonald Philip E Jr 1,629.92
Mckeage David L 1,631.14
Miraglia Frank M & Jeanette B 635.62
Munroe John P 1,450.58
Nine Hillside Drive LLC 4,265.20
Palli Dean M 111.02
Parker David A & Deborah A 1,399.34
**Pennell Julie M 890.74
Pierce Michael S 2,596.16
Polky Eben & Cheryl Dean 70.76
Ralph Vance Land Development 317.69
*Roja LLC 1,468.88
* Rossignol Ricky 1,909.59
Southern Maine Land Holdings LLC 2,615.57
**Varney Katie L 153.00
Whitcher Paul & Serena 3,434.30
White Sheila M & Wendell Bickford 318.42
Woodbury Peter A II 2,385.10
2011
Beaulieu Michael W 832.61
*Beaulieu Michael W 1,124.51
Callahan James & Karen Folan C/O Karen Folan 696.39
Cashmere Estates Windham LLC 13,234.19
**Chandler Etta Trustee 1,116.68
Coppersmith William B & Ruth A Baker 581.02
Crowley Timothy C 6,690.07
Dorais Earlene M 1,327.45
Drost Marjorie L – Heirs of 2,040.52
Glantz Ronald A 5,200.21
Glantz Ronald A & Georgie O 2,966.48
Glantz Ronald A & Linda M 2,980.16
Glantz Ronald Augustus 646.35
Gorham Susan M 1,912.64
Gorrivan Mary Heirs of  C/O Marjorie Sampson 572.68
Greenlaw Todd S Dunn & Greenlaw Tara L 582.41
Haskell Susan J 195.99
Holinger David A & Carrie E 2,870.35
HRC-Village At Little Falls LLC 865.97
Hunts Woods of Windham LLC 2,179.52
Knight Barbara A  Margaret B Hooper Life Estate 1,608.23
**Land of Nod LLC 3,682.98
M W Beaulieu & Sons Excavating 354.45
MacDonald Philip E Jr 1,613.79
Matthews Thomas  & Debra 54.21
McKeage David L 1,540.12
Miraglia Frank M & Jeanette B 578.24
*Mulligan Shirley E 2,641.00
Munroe John P 1,394.17
Nine Hillside Drive LLC 4,360.43
Noel Cheryl A 2,290.72
PALLI DENA M 113.98
Parker David A & Deborah A 1,288.53
Pennell Julie M 2,919.00
Pierce Michael S 2,887.03
Polky Eben & Cheryl Dean 80.62
Ralph Vance Land Development 453.14
**Roja LLC 3,098.78
*Rossignol Ricky 2,393.58
Sabine Ryan 75.08
Saleme Sabrina 180.70
Southern Maine Land Holdings LLC 2,417.21
*Vance Susan D 2,351.88
Varney Katie L 2,244.85
Vasapolli Stephen J & Katherine L 991.07
Whitcher Paul G & Serena J 3,520.87
White Sheila M & Wendell P Bickford III 362.79
Woodbury Peter A II 2,424.16
2012
*Azimi Zalmai 1,238.49
Beaulieu Michael W 853.58
*Beaulieu Michael W 1,152.83
*Butler Hugh M Jr & Loraine P 2,261.48
Callahan James & Karen Folan C/O Karen Folan 718.93
Cashmere Estates Windham LLC 13,567.47
Chandler Etta Trustee 4,327.73
**Charette David J & Mary K 1,039.75
Coppersmith William B & Ruth A Baker 595.65
Crowley Timothy M 6,858.53
Cushman Jay 4,337.70
Decesare Roy & Nancy c/o Kristan L Steele 55.93
Dorais Earlene M 1,360.88
Drost Marjorie L - Heirs of c/o Mary Montanez 2,094.91
**Farrar Stephen R & Patricia Y 4,951.67
*Fitzgerald John W Jr 265.05
*Gaboury Kim 337.73
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Glantz Ronald A L Georgie O 10,855.64
Glantz Ronald A & Linda M 3,055.20
Gorham Susan M 1,960.80
Gorrivan Mary Heirs of C/O Marjorie Sampson 587.10
**Green Earl c/o Martin Iankov 2,381.74
Greenlaw Todd S Dunn & Tara L 597.08
Haskell Susan J 200.93
*Holbrook Joanna C 2,587.80
Holinger David A & Carrie E 2,942.63
*Howerton John O & Gloria & Jewel 1,362.47
Hunts Woods of Windham LLC 2,234.40
Keddy Mill Enterprises LLC 711.08
Knight Barbara A 1,648.73
Land of Nod LLC 4,128.23
Leroyer Jon D & Patricia M 2,723.18
M W Beaulieu & Sons Excavating 363.38
MacDonald Philip E Jr 1,654.43
**Marshall Raymond C III 3,154.64
Matthews Thomas  & Debra 55.58
McLeage David L 1,578.90
McKeen-Worrey Susan 195.23
Miraglia Frank M & Jeanette B 592.80
*Mulligan Shirley E 2,707.50
Munroe John P 1,429.28
Nine Hillside Drive LLC 4,470.23
Noel Cheryl A 2,348.40
Palli Dean M 116.85
Parker David A & Deborah A 1,320.98
PCS Properties LLC 3,267.53
Pennell Julie M 2,992.50
Pierce Michael S 2,959.73
Polky Eben & Cheryl Dean 82.65
Ralph Vance Land Development 82.65
Roja LLC c/o Robert Hanson Jr 3,688.49
**Rossignol Ricky 1,610.68
Sabine Ryan 240.83
Salene Sabrina 185.25
Southern Maine Land Holdings LLC 3,572.50
Vance Susan D 2,411.10
Varney Katie L 2,301.38
Vasapolli Stephen J & Katherine L 2,032.05
Westberry Marsha K 3,239.03
Whitcher Paul G & Serena J 3,609.53
White Sheila M & Wendall P Bickford III 371.93
Woodbury Peter A II 2,576.40
2013
*302 Club LLC 208.08
*75 Tandberg Trail LLC 3,060.51
*A & R Properties Inc 3,737.49
*Addition Angela L 955.14
Arend Pamela B 760.79
**Azimi Zalmai 1,579.68
**Bannister Dorian 830.95
*Baratta Robert 2,005.66
*Barto Rollin V 1,898.73
Beaulieu Michael W 865.56
*Beaulieu Michael W 1,169.01
*Beckwith Gary W 3,290.27
Bellucci Antonio L & Antonietta 1,090.98
*Bicknell Doris 182.20
*Billings David E 3,248.36
*Billings David E & Faye E 1,323.62
*Bonin David A 422.68
*Bonin Valerie A 1,970.27
Bryant Bruce & Albina D 2,011.44
*Busque Michelle 387.98
Butler Hugh M Jr & Lorraine 2,293.22
Callahan James & Karen Folan C/O Karen Folan 723.95
*Carrier Richard 3,667.41
Cashmere Estates Windham LLC 13,757.89
Chandler Etta Trustee Chandler Real Estate Trust 4,388.47
Charette David & Mary 2,483.96
*Cliff Realty Trust 3,159.04
*Conant Susan 2,129.93
*Cook Michael J & Shelly M 1,725.84
Coppersmith William B & Ruth A Baker 604.01
*Crommett Margaret & Susan O'Brien 328.14
*Crossley E Neil 4,087.97
Crowley Timothy M 6,954.79
*Culpovich Andrew J & Jennifer C 2,261.43
Cushman Jay 4,398.58
*DD Cummings Real Estate LLC 615.57
*Densmore Kandi P 299.12
*Deutsche Bank National Trust Co 1,256.80
*Difazio Paul K 956.06
Dorais Earlene M 1,379.98
*Drew Doris 105.49
Drost Marjorie L - Heirs of 2,121.26
*Earle E Andrew & Whitney 189.16
*Farley Jason R & Julie L 833.77
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Farrar Stephen R & Patricia Y 7,389.73
Fellows Pamela J Trustee 3,284.49
*Fisher Gale K 822.26
*Fisher/Vear LLC 229.06
*Fitzgerald John W Jr 537.54
*Forbes Donald M 29.83
*Forest Avenue LLC 5,504.01
*Gadboury Kim L 342.47
*Gilbert Alden L 2,358.96
Glantz Ronald A 7,291.48
Glantz Ronald A & Georgie O 3,080.74
Glantz Ronald A & Linda M 3,098.08
Glantz Ronald Augustus 671.93
Gorham Susan M 1,988.32
Gorrivan Mary Heirs of Marjorie Sampson 595.34
*Greenlaw Stephen W 1,103.98
Greenlaw Todd S & Tara 605.46
*Hammer Fitness Inc 7,724.97
*Hanson Ryan F 868.45
*Harvey Russell G & Jennifer L 257.39
Haskell Susan J 203.75
Hitchcock Joan M 455.17
*Hoar James E 1,557.50
*Holbrook Joanne Heirs of 2,624.12
Holinger David A & Carrie E 2,983.93
*Holman Development Corp 978.27
**Howerton John & Gloria 1,435.48
Hunts Woods of Windham LLC 2,265.76
*Iankov Martin 2,241.20
Iankov Martin 3,498.35
*Jordan Michael J & Elaine R 352.43
*Kamm Realty Trust 1,268.71
Keddy Mill Enterprises LLC 721.06
*Kennedy Laurie J Heirs of 3,534.47
Knight Barbara A 1,671.87
Land of Nod LLC 4,186.17
*Larrivee David L 338.70
*Larrivee Martha A 2,645.80
*Lauzier James C & Joyce W 464.48
*Lavelle Johneen 4,397.94
*Leavitt Karen 7,040.04
Leroyer Jon D & Patricia M 2,761.40
*Lewis Michael 4,962.13
*Lor Realty Trust 1,734.00
*Lowell Land LLC 1,468.14
Lunt May c/o Souther Maine Construction 867.00
*Lunt-Farley Julie L 1,814.92
*Luong Hiep & Le Giau 4,030.11
M W Beaulieu & Sons Excavating 368.48
MacDonald Philip E Jr 1,677.65
Marshall Raymond C III 3,931.85
Matthews Thomas & Debra 56.36
*Mayberry Bruce V 2,270.10
*Mayberry Bruce V Trustee 1,329.41
*McClure Robert L & Jennie D 9,524.40
*McGary Glen S & Elsa B 3,001.27
McKeage David L 1,601.06
McKeen-Worrey Susan 197.97
Miraglia Frank & Jeanette 601.12
Moonstone Properties LLC 248.27
*Moulton Lester M Jr 1,787.47
*Mulligan Shirley E 2,745.50
Munroe John P 1,449.34
Nielsen Michael C 45.58
Nine Hillside Drive LLC 4,532.97
Noel Cheryl A 2,381.36
*Norcia Matthew T & Amber E Driscoll 412.05
Palli Dean M 118.49
Parker David A & Deborah A 1,339.52
PCS Properties LLC 3,313.39
*Pendleton Heather 2,658.47
Pennell Julie M 3,034.50
Pierce Michael S 3,001.27
*Pluff David J 227.95
Polky Eben & Cheryl Dean 83.81
*Quimby James B &  Judith 1,449.33
Ralph Vance Land Development 83.81
*Rice Vicki 571.68
*Richard Ovide V Jr & Michele 2,599.56
Rogers Carol A 2,603.89
Roja LLC c/o Robert Hanson Jr 4,608.11
Ronaghan Edward W & Judith 473.85
Rossignol Ricky 2,488.29
Sabine Ryan 244.21
Saleme Sabrina 265.88
*Sam Properties LLC 1,251.37
*Scott Mary E 286.32
*Seavey Gerald 6,784.01
*Seavey's Furniture & Appliance Inc 1,337.21
**Simonton Robert H & Lena 792.92
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*Small Carl & Lois 35.01
*Smith Nancy L 2,431.94
Southern Maine Land Holdings LLC 2,877.02
*Steeves Percy R Heirs of 3,040.28
*Stevenson Richard W 1,142.43
*Strawn Mary K  c/o Tammy Brown 332.06
*Strout Timothy A & Heidi J 3,833.59
*Sykes Edward N 4,505.33
**Tajonera Bern P Heirs of 2,223.86
*Thompson Gregory W & Virginia M 2,349.57
*Thompson Lisa A 1,398.76
*Toresdahl Dennis  & Ann 125.97
*Toto Christopher J & Diane 2,322.12
*Valente Steven 46.24
Vance Susan D 2,444.94
Varney Katie L 2,333.68
Vasapolli Stephen J & Katherine L 2,888.56
*Ward Linda Testamentary Trust 543.66
*Waterhouse Peter R 842.44
*Wax Jeffrey M 3,134.21
*Weeks Michael W 1,192.13
Westberry Marsh K - Heirs of 3,428.99
Whitcher Paul G & Serena J 3,660.19
White Sheila M & Wendall Bickford III 398.92
*Whitney Jeffrey M 2,724.20
*Wilson William S & Andrew 5,020.96
Woodbury Peter A II 2,612.56
*Wright Lee S 1,591.24
*Wright Theodore T 1,800.47
*Yates Eric A & Pamela J 567.71
2014
*302 Club LLC 422.50
*75 Tandberg LLC 3,107.11
*A & R Properties Inc 7,587.32
*Ab Ledue Properties LLC 1,189.70
Abnaki LLC 23.47
*Additon Angela L 1,939.37
*Aldrich Darin 1,804.12
**Adlrich Galen & Marcia 370.20
Arend Pamela B 1,398.05
*Atherton Ryan & Christina 1,866.76
*Atkinson Robert A & Monica 2,264.19
Azimi Zalmai 1,838.15
*Bakr Mohamed & Lynda 24.81
Bannister Dorian 1,286.56
Baratta Robert 2,036.20
*Barnhouse Holdings LLC 5,432.65
Barto Rollin V 1,927.64
Beaulieu Michael W 878.73
*Beaulieu Michael W 1,186.80
Beckwith Gary W 3,340.36
**Beckwith Kristin 465.39
Bellucci Antonio L & Antonietta 1,107.59
*Bennett Lloyd 1,176.76
Bicknell Doris 2,128.62
Billings David E 3,297.82
Billings David E & Faye 1,343.77
**Black Dog Properties LLC 113.39
*Blackacre LLC 4,087.06
BLDD LLC 662.61
Bonin David A 2,589.26
**Bonin Valerie 2,480.64
*Bottom of the Hill LLC 5,736.10
*Bowen Matthew E 1,529.35
Brady Russell & Margaret 1,280.12
*Bragdon Sandra B 1,078.24
**Brimstin Gary 1,020.64
**Brown Tammy 1,513.35
*Bruni Vincent M 2,752.09
Bryant Bruce & Albina 2,042.06
Burgess James L 3,529.60
*Burnham Carol Life Estate 1,678.25
*Butler Hugh M & Loraine 2,328.13
*Cail Andrew 9.68
Callahan James & Karen Folan 734.97
*Campbell James L & Tracy 3,500.26
*Carignan Roger P & Edward L Jr 1,845.20
*Carr Charles & Jennifer 757.04
*Carr Karen 4,092.93
Carrier Richard A 3,594.15
Cashmere Estates Windham LLC 1,362.84
*Chadbourne Shannon L 1,805.88
Chandler Etta Trustee 4,455.28
*Charczenko Jacob & Susan 58.76
Charette David J & Mary 2,693.41
*Charle James c/o Steven & Tracey Chambers 647.96
*Chase Custom c/o Benjamin & Stacie Townsend 393.89
*Clark Randall P & Susan 4,637.19
*Cliff Realty Trust 5,174.11
*Coastal Properties LLC 407.47
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*Coffey Joseph B 2,898.79
*Coffey Sean P E 978.28
*Coffill Michael 3,913.96
Coffin Judith L 299.27
*Coffin Scott W 1,354.27
Collins John A 175.30
Conant Susan H 2,162.36
*Connell Gary M 1,043.93
*Connell Gary M & Melissa J 1,852.08
*Connell Melissa J 366.48
*Cook Michael J & Shelly T 3,507.60
*Cooper Gary Carlton 154.77
*Copp Brothers Real Estate 1,398.03
**Copp Clifton - Heirs of 774.90
*Copp Clifton Heirs of 4,503.69
Copp Clifton Heirs of 300.74
*Copp Ronald & Eleanor 209.78
Coppersmith William & Ruth Baker 613.21
*Corson Family Trust 1,737.16
Cota Christal L 736.43
*Cousens Susan 11.38
*Crommett Margaret & Susan O'Brien 2,938.40
Crossley E Neil 4,356.99
Crowley Timothy M 7,060.67
Culpovich Andrew J & Jennifer 2,295.86
*Cummings James 558.92
*Curit Stephen F & Christina M 6.70
Cushman Jay 4,465.55
*Dadiego Lucretia & Daniel Fahey 368.22
*Dalton Merilyn A 467.34
DD Cummings Real Estate LLC 1,249.88
Dean James & Sandra 1,299.76
*Dean James L & Sandra K 4,317.38
Densmore Kandi P 303.67
*Difazio Paul K 1,320.76
*Direnzo Linda J 892.67
*Doherty Michael P 69.43
Dorais Earlene M 1,400.99
*Doten James E & Catherine M Kelso 675.55
Drew Doris 107.09
Drost Marjorie L Heirs of 2,153.56
*Dyer Deborah A 189.24
*Earle D Andrew & Whitney 6,497.35
*EC Builders LLC 422.50
*Enman Julie A 1,998.05
Farley Jason R 846.46
Farrar Stephen R & Patricia Y 7,502.24
Fellows Pamela J Trustee 3,334.49
Fisher Gale K 1,647.44
*Fisher/Vear LLC 1,293.89
*Fitzgerald John W Jr 545.72
*Forbes Donald M 902.21
**Forest Avenue LLC 4,824.24
*Fraternal Order of Eagles 4352 3,038.15
Frey Philip Charles & Joan L 3,008.82
*Fusco Fred V 548.93
*Gadboury Kim L 347.68
*Gallant Jean M 2,516.84
Gardner Kevin 337.41
Gilbert Alden L 5,649.42
Glantz Ronald A 7,389.81
Glantz Ronald A & Georgie O 3,127.64
Glantz Ronald A & Linda M 3,145.25
Glantz Ronald Augustus 682.16
*Gordon Rae Ann 1,284.92
Gorham Susan M 2,018.59
Gorrivan Mary Heirs of 604.40
**Green Earl H 656.29
*Greene Kim P 162.84
*Greenlaw Stephen W 1,120.79
Greenlaw Todd & Tara 614.67
*Greenstreet Jeffrey 1,639.07
*Gregory John & Donna 1,536.46
*Griffin Hanscom LLC 2,369.93
*Grotton Gordon E & Arlene C 1,122.25
*Gumaer Erik M Sr 832.52
*Gustafson Karla M 3,318.35
*H & K Golf LLC 8.10
**Hague Charles A 1,033.16
*Hague Charles A 124.70
**Hall Thomas C 18.86
*Hammer Fitness Inc 7,842.58
*Hanson Ryan F 881.67
*Harris Earl B 3,324.22
*Harvey Russell F & Jennifer L 1,901.23
Haskell Susan J 206.85
*Hawkes Allerton H 1,948.17
*Henkel Harold J Heirs of 1,453.79
*Hewitt Jason E 45.48
Hews Ronald & Patricia 1,069.44
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Hitchcock Joan & Allen Hollis 909.54
**Hoar James E 957.30
*Holbrook C Joanna Heirs of 2,664.07
Holinger David A & Carrie E 3,029.36
Holman Development Corp 993.16
Howerton John D & Gloria 2,225.44
*Hunt Tricia Currie 983.61
Hunts Woods of Windham LLC 2,300.24
*Hurd Richard C 597.30
*Iankov Martin 2,275.32
Iankov Martin 3,551.61
*Jones Harold & Winifred 3,893.93
**Jordan Michael J & Elaine R 1,419.39
*Jordan Norman Heirs of 929.52
Jordan Wayne E & Karen A 1,566.76
*Kamm Realty Trust 1,214.68
*Kaserman Douglas A & Sandra 1,518.34
Keddy Mill Enterprises LLC 732.03
Keene Donna c/o Holman Development Inc 1,231.65
*Kelley Scott 374.82
*Kennedy Laurie J Heirs of 3,586.82
*Key Bank of Southern Maine 54.28
Knight Barbara A 1,697.32
*Lake Ann Rosaire LLC 3,532.80
*Lambert Anthony M 44.01
Land of Nod LLC 4,249.90
Larrivee David L 2,429.35
Larrivee Martha A 2,686.08
*Larrivee Robert H & Barbara 615.40
*Lauzier James & Joyce 2,003.92
**Lavelle Johneen 2,401.74
*Lavelle Johneen 2,030.33
*Lavigne Pamela J 464.05
*Lavigne Thomas J Sr 1,923.23
Law Marie Rose 2,141.82
Leavitt Karen 7,301.26
Leroyer Kon & Patricia M 2,803.44
Lestage John c/o Carol Rogers 769.44
Lewis Michael 5,037.68
LH Housing LLC 3,343.29
*Liberty  Block LLC 1,937.91
*Linevitch John A & Beth 1,973.11
*Lisbon John & Elizabeth 1,200.86
*Litchfield Michael P & Brenda L Johnson 16.35
**Locke Norman R 1,242.43
Love Eric M 1,478.49
Lowell Land LLC c/o Ted Thomes 1,254.29
Lowell Land LLC 236.19
*Lund Charlotte 865.53
Lunt-Farley Julie L 1,842.55
*Luong Hiep & Le Giau 4,091.46
*Lyons Guy L 1,907.10
M W Beaulieu & Sons Excavating 374.09
MacDonald Philip E Jr 1,703.19
*Maine Notary Network LLC 1,971.65
Maley George W Jr 507.58
*Mandarelli Samuel J & Linda 2,068.73
Marshall Raymond C III 3,991.71
*Martin Scott A & Wendy J 1,231.54
*Martinonis Vasaris 9.19
Matthews Thomas & Debra 57.21
*Mayberry Bruce V 2,210.77
*Mayberry Bruce V Trustee Kamm Realty Trust 1,198.54
*McClure Robert L & Jennie D 10,757.51
*McDonald Scott L 1,007.83
McGary Glen S & Elsa B 3,046.96
*McIntire Julie A 961.19
*McKague Darlene 1,062.84
McKeage David L 1,625.44
McKeen-Worrey Susan 200.98
*MGC Realty LLC 11,606.12
*McLeod Karen K 1,001.96
*McNutt Gerald H & Patricia L 2,718.35
*McPhee Linda D 2,562.85
*Merchant Rebecca L 348.78
*Merrill Andrew D 1,193.73
*Meyer Realty Investments Inc 16.59
*MCL Realty LLC 957.94
Miraglia Frank & Jeanette 610.27
*Morey Kathleen M 993.16
*Morin Scott A & Mihaela 1,498.54
*Morrell Ada Josie 1,579.69
Moulton Lester M Jr 1,672.38
*Mulligan Shirley E 18,746.29
Munroe John P 1,471.40
Murphy John A & Mary Helen Mitchell 1,412.72
Murray Dorothea 909.54
*Neal David 173.11
Newcomb Stephen 2,238.64
Nielsen Michael C 211.25
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Nine Hillside Drive LLC 4,601.98
*Noble Kirk S 952.08
Noel Cheryl A 2,417.62
Noonan Thomas F Jr 1,783.87
*Norcia Matthew T & Amber E Driscoll 1,849.89
*North Windham Shopping Center 40,633.42
*Norton William 37.41
*O'Donal Dustin 313.94
Palli Dean M 120.29
*Pandora Cheryl F 662.81
Parker David A 1,359.91
*Partridge Jeffrey M 3,605.89
**Paulsen Marilyn P 69.92
PCS Properties LLC 3,363.83
Pedersen Ronald 1,884.41
**Pendleton Heather 2,416.68
Pennell Julie M 3,080.70
*Peters James R 1,712.01
Phillips Patty c/o James Burgess 1,610.77
*Philpot Lyndon & Drachenberg Diana 635.73
Pierce Michael S 3,046.96
*Pinkham Renee 2,518.84
*Pluff David J 2,298.79
Polky Eben & Cheryl Dean 85.09
*Potmesil Edward D & Mary L 415.16
Pro Services LLC 652.81
Quimby James B & Judith T 1,677.43
**Quimby James & Judith 2,366.89
*R Marie Forest LLC c/o Rod Berube 1,571.43
Ralph Vance Land Development 85.09
*Ralph Vance Land Development 13,125.54
*Rampino David J 1,489.74
*Reina Stephen & Kelcey 2,178.50
*Reynolds Mary J 1,131.06
Reynolds Matthew & Natasha 416.31
**Rice Vicki A 343.22
*Richard Naomi 1,154.75
Richard Ovide V Jr & Michele A 2,639.13
*Richards Dennis 2,053.80
*Richardson Tina M 39.66
*Riley Joyce L 502.45
*Rodney George J & Patricia 908.00
Rogers Carol A 2,643.53
Roja LLC c/o Robert Hanson Jr 4,678.26
Ronaghan Edward & Judith 2,159.42
Roney Edward F Jr 16.13
Rossignol Ricky 2,526.17
**Rowe Sharron Marie 494.47
*Roy Properties 3,784.86
Russell Robert & Cynthia 95.35
Sabine Ryan 247.92
Salene Sabrina 190.71
Sam Properties LLC 1,270.42
*Sanborn David A 2,115.41
*Sanborn Scott W 875.80
*Sanborn Susan A 2,408.74
*Sawyer Michael S & Gloria J 570.98
Schidzig Brian & Elizabeth 1,678.25
*Schidzig Brian & Elizabeth 816.03
**Scott Mary 1,609.78
Scott Mary E 1,456.73
*Sears Pauline Heirs of 1,070.17
*Sears Warren E III & Susan A 200.73
*Seavey Gerald c/o Terry Smith 7,990.75
*Seavey Toby W 3,742.32
*Seavey's Furniture & Appliance Inc 1,452.33
*Sebago Heights LLC 4,319.54
*Sebago Lake Holdings LLC 9,899.00
*Sheldon Kathleen M 1,509.54
*Shoemaker Roger J & Linda P 1,059.09
Shoreland Development LLC 4,592.90
Simonton Robert & Keba 1,324.70
*Sloan Eric D 326.15
**Small Carl & Lois 1,250.74
*Smith Nancy L 2,468.96
*Smith Viola & Sheila Degrace 351.81
**Somers Kelly E 60.12
*Soper Jeffrey M & Leanne R 1,451.67
*Sousa Mark J & Raylene Rogers 2,950.14
Southern Maine Construction LLC 1,907.10
Southern Maine Land Holdings 2,920.81
Steele Kristan L 167.24
Steeves Percy R Heirs of 3,086.57
Stevenson Richard W 1,210.28
Strout Timothy A & Heidi 3,891.95
**Sykes Edward N 1,774.82
*Sykes Edward N 2,662.61
*Tait Terry J 252.25
Tajonera Bern P Heirs of 2,034.73
*Tanguay Keith G & Sharon L 880.93
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Telos Capital LLC 1,324.32
Thompson Gregory & Virginia 2,248.91
*Thompson Lisa A 1,420.06
*Thorne Comer H Heirs of 535.46
*Tim Donut US Limited Inc 4,900.51
*Tonnellier Laurent 1,353.08
Toresdahl Dennis & Ann 2,436.68
Toto Christopher & Diane 2,357.47
*Tylane Holding Company LLC 5,455.77
Tyler Michael A & Nicole E 726.68
*Valente Henry & Ernest 773.53
Valente Steven 2,069.94
*Vance Anthony M 23.07
Vance Susan D 2,482.16
Varney Katie L 2,369.21
Vasapolli Stephen & Katherine L 2,091.94
*Vasapolli Stephen J 2,932.53
*Vazquez Elton 464.30
*Viherek Stephen J Sr Heirs Of 1,614.11
**Ward Linda Testamentary Trust 1,935.94
*Warren D W & Cleveland C 1,619.57
*Waterhouse Janet M 347.62
Waterhouse Peter R 855.26
**Wax Jeffrey M 3,029.56
*Webb David W & Joanne 2,042.07
Weeks Michael W 1,210.28
**Wentworth Robert & Bertha A 374.59
Westberry Marsha K 3,481.19
Whitcher Paul & Serena J 3,715.91
*White G Gordon 1,263.34
*White Paul E Heirs of 1,517.69
White Sheila M & Wendell P Bickford 382.89
*Whitney Jeffrey M 5,046.48
**Widger Olive M Heirs of 447.05
*Willey R N & Sons Excavating 1,557.95
** Wilson James A & Denna 1,334.58
Wilson William S & Andrew 5,153.57
*Windham Way Development LLC 12,176.10
*Winslow William O Sr 1,338.14
Woodbury Peter A II 2,652.40
*Wright Lee S 830.59
*Wright Morris & Jeanne 430.56
**Wright Theodore T 1,412.00
**Yates Eric A & Pamela J 844.39
*York Clifton R 1,135.58
*York Robert L Jr 909.54
*Young Charles 980.69
1990
Merrifield, Lynn. 74.70
1991
Butts Financial Group 348.00
Innovative Inks 174.00
Merrifield, Lynn 78.30
1992
Butts Financial Group 358.00
Datson, Brian, Esq. 7.16
Innovative Inks 179.00
Kendall, Calvin 123.96
Merrifield, Lynn 80.55
S K Enterprises, LTD, Inc. 46.54
1993
Bodwell, William DBA Subway, N. Windham 273.02
Butts Financial Group 374.00
Cekutis, Terrance J./S. Maine Video 411.40
Child, Mark H. DBA Child Brothers Const. 39.27
Douglas, Gilbert DBA Yankee Steamer 115.94
Dumont, Bryan DBA The Pet Mart 31.50
Innovative Inks 187.00
Kendall, Calvin DBA Family Video 392.70
Little Caesar's Pizza 439.45
Merrifield, Lynn 84.15
Morton, Russell G. DBA Morton's 86.02
S K Enterprises, LTD, Inc. DBA The Write Image 48.62
Strong, Roger DPM 46.75
Valante, Philip J. DBA Economy Auto 145.86
We Kids Clothes/Donna Cordeiro 14.96
Weeks, Lowell, Attorney at Law 71.06
Windham House of Pizza 187.00
Wise, Michael DBA Coastal T-Shirts 13.09
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1994
Bodwell, William DBA Subway, N. Windham 282.51
Butts Financial Group 387.00
Child, Mark H  DBA Child Bros. Const 40.64
Demaris, Raymond DBA Atlantic Coffee 5.19
Douglas, Gilbert DBA Yankee Steamer 119.97
Dumont, Bryan DBA The Pet Mart 119.97
Eastern Leasing 46.44
Eastman Kodak Cr. Corp. c/o Windham Photo Barn 592.11
Innovative Inks 193.50
Jackson, John DBA Countryside Butcher 121.91
Juneman, Thomas DBA Sizzler 2,418.75
Lucier, Gary, DBA Village Redemption 15.48
Merrifield, Lynn 87.08
Morton, Russell G.  DBA Morton's 89.01
Mountain Springs Water Treatment 30.96
MSC Computing Center 38.90
Nelson, Peter & Diane d/b/a New England TV Satellite 13.55
Peterson, Anne, DBA Family Video 399.58
SK Enterprises LTD, Inc. DBA The Write Image 50.31
Weeks, Lowell D 73.53
We Kids Clothes - Cordeiro, Donna 15.48
Windham Renaissance, Inc. - Elly Clough 46.44
1995
Bodwell, William DBA Subway No Windham 313.95
Business & Family Asset Protection 7.80
Butts Financial Group 390.00
Demaris, Raymond DBA Atlantic Coffee 5.85
Dumont, Bryan 120.90
Genesys Computer Sys 13.65
Gould, John B DBA Gould's Law Office 111.41
Industrial Engine Rebuilder c/o Barker, P. & C. 161.85
Innovative Inks 214.50
Jordan, Michael  DBA The Garage 39.00
Juneman, Thomas DBA Sizzler 2,213.25
Lab Enterprises c/o Lefevre, John 39.00
Libby Energy Inc 181.35
Lucier, Gary DBA Village Redemption 15.60
Med-Bill Inc 46.80
Memory Works 15.60
Merrifield, Lynn 87.75
Morrell, John 245.36
Mountain Springs Water Treatment 62.40
Nelson, Peter & Diane DBA NE TV Satellite 15.60
Never A Dull Moment 44.85
S K Enterprises Ltd Inc DBA The Write Image 50.70
Solari, Louis DBA  Solari Appraisal 93.60
Vip Eyes 76.05
Weeks, Lowell, Attorney-at-Law 74.10
Wheeler, Jean DBA Windham Hair Fashions 21.45
Windham Wok Inc. DBA Polynesian North 152.10
1996
All For A Dollar Inc 128.15
All Forms Co., Inc. 37.70
Billingslea, Don Bumper To Bumper Auto Repair 19.50
Black, Skip, European Motor Works 74.10
Business Exchange Inc d/b/a Restaurant Equipment
Super Store 117.00
Casparius, Robert E, Windham Photo Barn 1,002.30
Chipco Int'l Ltd 6,522.75
Corwood Transportation Inc 70.20
Creighton, Todd D C d/b/a Creighton Chiropractic Ctr 313.95
Do Wong Inc DBA Kirin Palace 165.75
Dumont, Bryan, The Pet Mart 134.55
EFS Inc 13.65
Environmental Chemistry Consultants Inc 288.60
Falmouth Fire Equipment Inc 62.40
Fyre Resq Unlimited 28.80
Goodine, Jerry, Affordable Auto Body 31.20
Gould, John B, DBA Gould's Law Office 312.00
Gutter Wholesalers Inc 78.00
Hamilton National Leasing Co 70.20
Hoffman, Linda, Annies Bookstop TM 43.14
Jordan, Michael DBA The Garage 189.15
Keniston, Deanna R. DBA Keniston Associates 13.72
Lampron, Steve, Apple A Day 131.19
Libby, Adam S., S D Libby & Sons 64.10
Liberty Environmental Services 46.80
Louie's Pizza & Pasta Inc 25.22
Lucier Gary DBA Village Redemption 15.60
Maine Equipment Leasing Co 25.94
Marshall Industries Inc 21.45
Mats Inc., Cave, James C 107.25
Merrifield, Lynn 210.60
Miller, Richard DBA Rainbow Cleaning Systems 49.72
Morrell, John DBA Morrell Construction 624.00
Nelson, Peter & Diane d/b/a New England TV Satellite 103.35
Peterson Realty of Falmouth 49.39
Richards, Carol, DBA Quality Car Cleaners 9.75
Roy, Richard, DBA Never A Dull Moment 58.50
RV Rentals Inc 35.10
Sabre Printing LLC, DBA Innovative Inks 483.60
Sanborn, Rick, DBA Village Jewelers 109.20
Solari, Louis, DBA Solari Appraisal 452.40
Steeves, Colleen J, DBA Country Seafood 83.70
Stop & Shop Co Inc, DBA Bradlees 1,852.85
Tercis Inc, DBA Romard's Hallmark 17.94
Thibodeau's Farm, DBA Ice Cream Distributing Co 56.55
Tingley, John DBA Quality Express 89.70
Turitz, David DBA Bookland of Maine 147.90
U S Bankcard Center 37.05
Walker, Irving & Nancy DBA Lakeland Variety 202.80
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Weeks, Lowell D, Attorney-At-Law 70.20
Weymouth, Terry E & Judith 9.75
1997
All Forms Company Inc. 478.95
Black Skip European Motor Works 69.75
Casparius, Robert E. 840.10
Chipco Int't Ltd 5,835.75
Curit Randall  Affordable Cellularone 44.95
Dumont Bryan   The Pet Mart 114.70
EFS Inc 12.40
Goodine Jerry   Affordable Auto Sales & Auto Body 27.90
Gould John B DBA Gould's Law Office 248.00
Gutter Wholesalers Inc 150.35
Hoffman Linda   Annies Bookstop TM 63.55
Lampron Steve  Apple A Day 96.10
Libby Adam W    S D Libby & Sons 342.55
Louie's Pizza & Pasta Inc 618.45
Lucier Gary   DBA Village Redemption 12.40
Merrifield Lynn 201.50
Morrell John DBA Morrell Construction 620.00
Mortenson Lee   DBA Four Seasons Tire & Service 94.55
Nynex Power Pass 29.45
Prudential Insurance Co 141.05
Sabre Printing LLC  DBA Innovative Inks 389.05
Sanborn Rick   DBA Village Jewelers 82.15
Solari Louis   DBA Solari Appraisal 496.00
Tanguay Carolina   DBA Harvest Moon Crafts 42.65
Tercis Inc   DBA Romard's Hallmark 706.80
Thibodeau's Farm DBA Ice Cream Distributing Co 49.60
U S Bankcard Center 32.55
Ward William DBA Downeast Textiles 46.50
Wilbur Mark JE  DBA Awesome Audio Inc 55.80
Wolfe June & Crossman Christine 86.80
1998
Afthim Pam DBA Pam’s BLT”s 90.27
All Forms Company Inc 418.44
Black Skip 71.33
Brewer Richard A Doughty 9.51
Carpet Outlet Plus 55.48
Casparius Robert E, Windham Photo Barn 695.82
Chalet Enterprises Inc 72.91
Chipco Int’l Ltd 3,635.99
Dukes Ladder & Scaffolding Inc 79.25
EFS Inc 12.68
FCPBS Inc 93.52
Glantz Mark DBA Superior Motors 19.02
Good Vibrations  Estelle Cormier 49.14
Gould John B DBA Gould’s Law Office 253.60
Hoffman Linda 64.99
Lampron Steve  Apple A Day 98.27
Libby Adam W S D Libby & Sons 350.29
Louie’s Pizza & Pasta Inc 511.96
M & D Enterprises Inc 52.31
Merrifield Lynn 206.05
Morrell John DBA Morrell Construction 396.25
Northeast Cellular Telephone d/b/a Maine Wireless 236.96
O’Donnell Enterprises DBA Yankee Sports 185.45
Pollution Control Services Inc 70.10
Sanborn Rick DBA Village Jewelers 84.01
Sign Solutions Inc DBA Sign-A-Rama 104.56
Solari Louis DBA Solari Appraisal 507.20
Tercis Inc DBA Romard’s Hallmark 602.30
Thibodeau’s Farm
d/b/a Ice Cream Distributing Co 53.89
Wallingford Diana DBA Hair Care Etc 62.42
Walsh Mason Inc 108.97
Wilbur Mark Jr DBA Awesome Audio Inc 57.06
Wok N Roll Inc 668.87
Yamhto Dan 80.04
1999
Black Skip DBA European Motor Works 72.00
Brewer Richard 9.60
Byers Ken DBA Mediapower-Mystiques 25.60
Carpet Outlet Plus 56.00
Casparius Robert E DBA Windham Photo Barn 740.80
Cook Me Inc 24.00
Drouin David & Nancy DBA The Leaf & Bean 35.39
Dukes Ladder & Scaffolding Inc 80.00
Family Values Inc DBA U-Save Auto Rental 9.60
FCPBS Inc 67.20
Federal Leasing Corporation 52.80
Good Vibrations 49.60
Hancock Michael L CFP Investment/Financial Planning 53.49
Hoffman Linda 65.60
Huff’s Hiperformance 40.00
JLS Ventures Inc DBA Boston Hair Company 70.40
Jones Steve DBA Furniture Services Company 31.20
M & D Enterprises Inc 52.80
Merrifield Lynn 196.80
Morrell John DBA Morrell Construction 400.00
Phigment Inc DBA GNC Live Well 21.33
Realty Executives Inc 97.50
Scavo Enterprises DBA Little Caesars Pizza 736.00
Sign Solutions Inc DBA Sign-A-Ram 209.60
Snyder Tim DBA Lighthouse Graphics 241.60
Thibodeau’s Farms Inc d/b/a Ice Cream Distributing Co 56.00
Vanguard Cellular Systems Inc 6.98
Varney Mike DBA North Windham Getty 112.00
Wald William d/b/a Mainely Cabinets & Millwork 152.00
Walsh Mason Inc d/b/a Windham Paint & Decorating 110.40
Wilbur Mark DBA Awesome Audio Inc 57.60
Windham Eagles FOE #4352 22.40
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Wok N Roll Inc 675.20
2000
Black Mountain Wood Co 1,292.10
Boshear Gaylen DBA East Coast Press 267.27
Casparius Robert E DBA Windham Photo Barn 794.73
Chesterfield Financial 109.74
Cosgwell Jason DBA Windham Supply 31.86
Cook Me Inc 27.76
Drouin David & Nancy DBAThe Leaf & Bean 132.75
Dukes Ladder & Scaffolding Inc 88.50
Flint Robert DBA Great Falls Professional Serv 95.89
Hoffman Linda DBA Annies Bookstop 72.57
Huff’s Hiperformance Headquarters 44.25
Ice Cream Distributing Co.  Thibodeau’s Farm 61.95
Jeremiah Financial Group Inc 146.91
Lease Corporation of America 162.84
MacDonald Brent & Kristi 128.76
Merrifield Lynn 217.71
Morrell John DBA Morrell Construction 442.50
O’Brien’s Hardwood Flooring 77.06
Realty Executives Inc 107.97
Sawyer Bruce R 37.17
Sequel Capital Corporation 122.13
Sign Solutions Inc DBA Sign-A-Rama 231.87
Whiting William d/b/a Whiting Financial Services 17.70
Wilbur Mark DBA Awesome Audio Inc 63.72
Wok N Roll Inc 543.39
Wood George B & Doris S c/o Paul & Sally Ellis 14.16
2001
Atkinson Robert Jr 2,045.12
Benoit Scott 45.65
Black Mountain Wood Co 2,530.84
Blue Jay Fuel Company Inc 43.82
Boulanger John H 809.78
Casparius Robert E 808.92
Cogswell Jason 32.87
Cook Me, Inc 54.78
Drouin David & Nancy 136.95
Edwards Janice A 18.26
Grinnell Collin 47.48
Harris Kimberly 26.47
Hoffman Linda 74.87
Huff’s Hiperformance 45.65
Land Phillip 89.47
Lund Edward 21.91
MacDonald Brent & Kristi 220.95
Manandola James 21.91
Maplehurst Services 60.87
Merrifield Lynn 224.60
Morrell John 456.50
Mosler Inc 208.16
Nelson Frederick 266.60
Nguyen Lam 104.08
O’Brien’s Hardwood Flooring 158.86
Putnam Investments 54.78
R E G INC 597.10
Radcliff Paving 189.32
Regents International Inc 177.12
Rosetec Software Inc 21.91
Thibodeau’s Farms Inc 63.91
Toto Christopher 520.41
Wilbur Mark 65.74
Wood George B & Doris S 18.26
2002
Architectural Counters Inc 167.96
Arsenault Anthony P d/b/a Progressive Beauty Supply 32.02
Atkinson Robert Jr d/b/a Atkinson Trucking & Logging 891.48
Benoit Scott DBA Northside Services 40.38
Black Mountain Wood Co 1,876.63
Blue Jay Fuel Company Inc 38.76
Boulanger John H 1,535.87
C & B’s Cigarette & Tobacco Shoppe 24.23
Casparius Robert E DBA Windham Photo Barn 736.44
CMA Carpentry, Chris Allen 116.28
Drouin David & Nancy DBA The Leaf & Bean 121.13
Drouin Nancy 21.00
Edwards Janice A d/b/a Gold Leaf Restorations 16.15
European Motors C/O H Libby 122.74
Expert Tree Service 161.50
Fifield David DBA Dave’s Garage 106.59
Fleet Merchant Services 40.37
Fusco Fred C DBA TNT Roofing Remodeling 114.67
Gerke Steven M DBA Southern Maine Inspection 21.00
Grinnell Collin DBA Sebago Detail Shop 41.99
GSJA Corp DBA Hunt & Timar 387.60
Hoffman Linda DBA Annies Bookstop TM 66.22
Homestead Insurance Agency Inc 24.23
Huff’s Hiperformance Headquarters 40.38
La Quan DBA Art Nail 66.22
Land Phillip 79.14
Little Guy Property Maintenance 116.28
Lund Edward Sr DBA Eddie’s Automotive 19.38
Merrifield Lynn 198.65
Morrell John DBA Morrell Construction 403.75
Nappi Michael DBA Nappi’s Lockworks 16.15
Nelson Frederick DBA Mr. Printer 235.79
Radcliff Paving 84.79
Roberts Timothy & Diana d/b/a/ T D Roberts Property
Service 76.71
Schidzig Elizabeth Quinn 83.50
Thibodeau’s Farms Inc d/b/a Ice Cream Distributing Co 56.53
Toto Christopher J DBA C J Toto & Son 460.28
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Townsend Concrete 72.68
Tree House Graphics 100.13
Turner Karen DBA Karen’s Variety 283.43
Wallace Mathew DBA Windham Tatoo 16.15
Wilbur Mark DBA Awesome Audio Inc 58.14
2003
A A Lock & Key Service 38.06
All Points Travel Inc 119.80
Arsenault Anthony P, Progressive Beauty Supply 38.06
Atkinson Robert Jr d/b/a Atkinson Trucking & Logging 1,050.11
B & L Vending, Bob Hindle 41.52
Beaulieu Michael d/b/a Beaulieu Construction 882.30
Boulanger John H, John’s Landscaping 1,809.58
Bowers David J DMD 237.01
Carrabassett Spring Water 29.41
Casparius Robert E DBA Windham Photo Barn 705.84
Cekutis Terrance DBA Lakeland Rentals 128.02
Cushing, Lawrence C. III d/b/a Cush Co. Consulting 11.24
D & B Rental Inc 2,302.63
Dave’s Garage - David Fifield 124.56
Dewolfe 438.20
Drouin David & Nancy DBA The Leaf & Bean 62.28
Drouin Nancy 24.22
Edwards Janice A DBA Gold Leaf Restorations 19.03
Emerson Dennis & Darren d/b/a Emerson Excavating 2,242.65
Emerson Kenneth W Sr 147.05
European Motors C/O H Libby 192.03
Expert Tree Service 697.19
Fernald Roger 138.40
Finest Kind Auto Detailing c/o Rick Fairbrother 44.98
Fleet Merchant Services 60.55
Frederick Nancy, Homeopathy 9.53
Fusco Fred C DBA TNT Roofing Remodeling 134.94
Gerke Steven M DBA Southern Maine Inspection 25.95
Getty Car Wash – Spencer Enterprises 496.51
Gilman James 449.80
Hall Susan E DBA Great Balls of Fire 140.13
Hall Susan M DBA Hall’s Kitchen & Bath 229.22
Hanson William E d/b/a W E Hanson Transport LLC 515.54
Harris William 1,250.79
Herbert Thomas 44.98
Hoffman Linda DBA Annies Bookstop TM 79.58
Homestead Insurance Agency Inc 29.41
Huff’s Hiperformance Headquarters 193.76
Interlott Technologies Inc 155.70
Jensen’s Kitchen & Bath 147.05
JHC Home Repair, James Copp 37.19
Jordan Ivy & Lyons Carrie DBA Little Log Cabin 38.06
Keene Dan 117.64
Kelso Catherine 89.96
La Quan DBA Art Nail 77.85
Land Phillip DBA Land Tree & Stump 91.69
Larrivee Glen 131.48
Larrivee Richard 53.63
Lauzier James 168.52
Little Guy Property Maintenance c/o James E
Godfrey Jr 140.13
Lobster Traps, James Berke 352.92
Lobster Traps, David Sprague 387.52
Lobster Traps, Tim Strout 133.21
Losciuto Scott C d/b/a Wish List Handyman Service 34.60
Lund Edward Sr DBA Eddie’s Automotive 24.22
Lynn Merrifield 235.28
Magic City builders – Kevin Tibbits 145.32
Mandi Construction Inc, Mandarelli Samuel 96.88
Maurais James 301.02
Merrill Richard 62.63
Miller Peter 243.93
Morrell John DBA Morrell Construction 477.48
Moulton Ross Ellectrician 44.98
Nappi Michael BA Nappi’s Lockworks 19.03
National Pool & Spa, Dave Wallace 137.20
Nelson Frederick DBA Mr. Printer 281.99
Noke Rich 735.25
Parisi Vending Co Inc 17.30
Partridge Walter G DBA Small Load Trucking 214.52
Preble Jeffrey D DBA J D Preble Design 51.90
Quick Space 294.10
Richards Victor SR 44.98
Roberts Timothy & Diana d/b/a/ T D Roberts Prop-
erty Service 221.44
Schidzig Elizabeth Quinn d/b/a Maine Design
Studio 96.88
Scroog & Marley Books 29.41
Sebago Outfitters – John Kibler 135.12
Sennett Frank DBA General Mach8ine 62.28
Sevigny Ron & Company 74.39
Spaulding & Associates 31.14
Speedy Auto Glass DBA Champion Glass 176.46
Stiffler Paul 25.95
Suburban News 47.10
Thibodeau Walter 176.46
Thibodeau’s Farms Inc  DBA Ice Cream Dist 153.97
Toto Christopher J DBA C J Toto & Son 591.66
Townsend Concrete 86.50
Trend-Lines Inc d/b/a Woodworkers Warehouse
#248 733.49
Violette Christian DBA Violette Drywall 17.30
Wallace Mathew DBA Windham Tatoo 19.03
Wilbur Mark DBA Awesome Audio Inc 76.12
Wilcox Roger 221.44
Wilson Frederick W 135.40
Winslow Tammy DBA Advanced Innovations 47.81
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2004
A A Lock & Key Service, Crommie Martin 41.80
A Touch of Country Inc, Depalma  Betty 38.00
All Points Travel Inc 262.20
Amoroso  Johanna 28.50
Arctic-Aire Refrigeration Inc 45.60
Arsenault Anthony P, Progressive Beauty Supply 41.80
Atkinson Robert Jr d/b/a Atkinson Trucking & Logging 1,153.30
B & L Vending, Bob Hindle 169.10
Beaulieu Mike 1,140.00
Billings David E, David Billings Paving 285.00
Boulanger John H, John’s Landscaping 2,141.30
Cibc Bankvest / ILC C/O CBIZ 416.10
Cleveland Tom, Creative Builder 78.85
Cumberland Construction Inc 83.60
Custom Kitchen LLC 93.10
D & B Rental Inc 41.80
D & J Roofing & Siding, Mallach Jason 25.65
Dave’s Garage 136.80
Delorimier Delores d/b/a Maranathia Hair Care for Men 8.55
Domenichello Lawrence 20.90
Duncanson Brian, Ditch Brook Custom Woodworking 7.37
Eastup Automotive 219.85
Equipment - Mark Reynolds 566.20
Emerson  Excavating  Dennis & Darren Emerson 3,433.30
European Motors C/O Skip  Black 210.90
Expert Tree Service 830.30
Fernald Roger 152.00
Finest Kind Auto Detailing C/O Rick Fairbrother 49.40
Firestorm Paintball LLC 452.20
Fleet Merchant Services 66.50
Fusco Fred C d/b/a TNT Roofing Remodeling 95.00
Getty Car Wash 1,090.60
Guidi Larry DBA Guidi Builders 19.00
Hajj Joseph 26.60
Hall Susan E DBA Great Balls of Fire 153.90
Heritage Metalcraft Inc 163.40
Huff’s Hiperformance Headquarters 231.80
Ice Cream Distribution Co 169.10
Jensen’s Kitchen & Bath 161.50
JHC Home Repair 81.70
Jordan Ivy & Lyons Carrie DBA Little Log Cabin 83.60
Kelso Catherine 98.80
Lake Region Construction Inc 1,542.80
Lakeside Therapeutic Massage Inc 17.10
Lamkin Richard A DBA Unlimited Landscaping 34.38
Lauzier James 224.20
Levesque Russell 34.20
Lewis Mike 516.80
Lightguide Inc 29.80
Little Guy Property Maintenance C/O James E Godfrey Jr 153.90
Lobster Traps – James Berke 387.60
Lobster Traps – David Sprague 425.60
Lobster Traps – Tim Strout 146.30
Losciuto Scott C DBA Wish List  Handyman Service 28.50
Lund Edward Sr DBA Eddie’s Automotive 26.60
Magic City Builders 155.80
Mathieu Tony 128.39
Marzilli’s nc 754.30
Maurais James 359.10
McCormack Gregory T, Silver Ridge Apts 8.55
Merrifield Lynn 258.40
Morrell John DBA Morrell Construction 524.40
Moulton Ross Electrician 98.80
Nappi Michael DBA Nappi’s Lockworks 20.90
National Pool & Spa, Dave Wallace 579.50
Nelson Frederick DBA Mr. Printer 309.70
Nu P Nguyer 19.00
Ober Rick, Rick Ober Contractor/Builder Inc 20.90
P & R Excavating & Snowplowing – Peter Reali 1,223.60
Peterson Eric 155.80
Pit Stop Redemption Inc C/O Stephen Scribner 4.00
Preble Jeffrey D DBA J D Preble Design 57.00
Quick Space 323.00
Residential Mortgage Services 43.70
Richards Robert DBA Windham Butcher Shop 2.79
Richway Inc 96.90
Roberts Timothy & Diana d/b/a/ T D Roberts Property
Service 243.20
Roof Masters 134.90
Sebago Outfitters 159.60
Sebago Trading Post 49.00
Sennett Frank DBA General Machine 74.10
Speedy Auto Glass DBA Champion Glass 193.80
Stackhouse Cindi 80.75
Stiffler Paul 28.50
Toto Christopher J DBA C J Toto & Son 704.90
Townsend Concrete 95.00
Vision Com Inc, Booth Tim 32.30
Wilbur Mark DBA Awesome Audio Inc 83.60
Winslow Tammy DBA Advanced Innovations 47.50
2005
A A Lock & Key Service 35.60
Aqua Vend 53.40
Atkinson Robert Jr 1,167.68
B & L Vending 156.64
Beaulieu Mike 1,153.44
Billings David E, David Billings Paving 252.76
Black Don Jr 124.60
Boulanger John H, John’s Landscaping 770.74
Boyd Robert 534.00
Budget Rent A Car  C/O Burr Wolff 16.02
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Carlberg John A , J & J Enterprises 49.84
Coggins Peter 15.13
CPI 100.14
Cumberland Construction 83.66
D & B Rental 30.26
D & J 53.40
Dave’s Garage 138.84
Debree Lee Ann 58.74
Downeast Coffee 33.82
Duncanson Brian J, Ditch Brook Custom Woodworking 92.56
Eastup Automotive 226.06
Emerson Dennis & Darren d/b/a Emerson Excavating 2,705.60
Equipment 1,270.92
European Motors 211.82
Expert Tree Service 840.16
Finest Kind Auto Detailing C/O Rick Fairbrother 49.84
Firestorm Paintball LLC 585.62
Fleet Merchant Services 67.64
Fusco Fred C DBA TNT Roofing Remodeling 96.12
Getty Car Wash 784.98
Glantz Ronald, Ron’s Auto Sales 154.86
Goldilon Restaurant 10.60
Guidi Larry DBA Guidi Builders 19.58
Hajj Joseph 26.70
Hall Susan E DBA Great Balls of Fire 87.22
Heritage Metalcraft Inc 165.54
Huff’s Hiperformance 234.96
Ice Cream Distributing Co 158.42
Intergrated Leasing Corp 16.02
JHC Home Repair 83.66
Kelso Catherine 99.68
Lake Region Construction Inc 1,575.30
Lamkin Richard A DBA Unlimited Landscaping 76.54
Lauzier James 226.06
Levesque Russell 32.04
Lewis Mike 484.16
Lightguide Inc 26.70
Little Guy Property Maintenance c/o James E Godfrey Jr 156.64
Lobster Traps – James Berke 363.12
Lobster Traps – David Sprague 398.72
Lobster Traps – Tim Strout 128.16
Losciuto Scott C d/b/a Wish List Handyman Service 30.26
Lund Edward Sr DBA Eddie’s Automotive 26.70
Maer Inc DBA Mr Bagel Shop 229.62
Magic City Builders 149.52
Mains Dana H Sr 1,208.74
Mandi Construction Inc, Mandarelli Samuel 99.68
Marzillis Inc 706.66
Mathieu Tony, TKC Remodeling 154.86
Maurais James 46.28
Maven Unlimited 10.17
Merrifield Lynn 261.66
Morrell John DBA Morrell Construction 530.44
Moulton Ross Electrican 99.68
Murphy Jeffrey, Exterior Alterations 98.36
Nappi Michael DBA Nappi’s Lockworks 21.36
National Pool & Spa, DaveWallace 519.76
Nelson Frederick DBA Mr Printer 220.72
Nu P Nguyer 51.62
Ober Rick, Rick Ober Contractor/Builder Inc 33.82
P & R Excavating & Snowplowing 1,238.88
Pit Stop redemption Inc C/O Stephen Scribner 25.19
Quick Space 320.40
Quizno’s 945.18
Richards Robert DBA Windham Butcher Shop 256.32
Roberts Timothy & Diana d/b/a/ T D Roberts Property
Service 245.64
Roof Masters 512.64
Rullo Mike 124.60
Sebago Outfitters 161.98
Sennett Frank DBA  General Machine 60.52
Smith Shirley 23.14
Speedy Auto Glass DBA Champion Glass 195.80
Stackhouse Cindi 151.30
Superior Amusements Inc 10.66
Swett Alfred W DBA A W Swett Woodworking Co 17.80
Thuotte BJ & Heidi, Windham Country Farm Center 158.42
Tim’s Counter Works Inc 115.70
Toto Christopher J DBA C J Toto & Son 712.00
Townsend Concrete 94.34
Vickery Catherine 53.40
Winslow Tammy DBA Advanced Innovations 49.84
2006
A W Richardson 97.18
A W Swett 13.56
Abatement Solutions 290.41
American Phoenician Services 18.08
Associated Merchandise 11.30
Atlantic Restaurant Services 39.55
**Audio Design Inc 9.73
Aurora Farms 77.97
Bacon Russell 1,248.65
Beaulieu Construstion 915.30
C J Toto and Son 565.00
Champion Karate & Fitness 89.27
D & B Rental 20.34
D & J Roofing & Siding Inc 39.55
Dave’s Garage 106.22
David Billings Paving 200.01
DJ Maine.com LLC 42.28
E & B Construction 151.20
Eastup Automotive 172.89
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Eddie’s Automotive 21.47
Emerson Dennis & Darren d/b/a Emerson Exca-
vating 1,893.88
Engine Works Unlimited 206.79
Equipment, Mark Reynolds 1,009.09
European Motors 168.37
Expert Tree Service 666.70
Exterior Alterations 126.56
Firestorm Paintball LLC 409.06
Fleet Merchant Services 51.98
General Property Maintenance 99.44
Goldilon Restaurant 507.37
Goslant Albert 57.06
Guidi Larry DBA Guidi Builders 13.56
Healthy Perspectives 71.19
Heritage Metalcraft Inc 131.08
Huff’s Hiperformance 186.45
Ingraham Paving & Sealcoating 939.76
Interior Fine Painting 16.95
J and I Garage 150.29
JCW II 170.63
JHC Home Repair 65.54
Kid’s Stop 3.76
Knights Flooring 21.47
Lauzier Surveyor James Lauzier 180.80
Lightguide Inc Jay Richardson 21.47
Little Guy Property Maintenance 125.43
Lobster Traps James Berke 288.15
Lobster Traps Eddy Justin 169.50
Lobster Traps  David Sprague 316.40
Lobster Traps Tim Strout 101.70
Lymneos Treatment Associates 30.51
Lynn Merrifield 207.92
Magic City Builders 113.00
Maplehurst Services 162.72
Marzilli’s Inc 403.41
Maven Unlimited 9.04
MGM Builders 11.30
Moving Images 5.99
Mr. Printer 174.02
My Wish List Handyman Service 21.47
Nason Roger 11.30
National Pool & Spa 396.63
New England Vending 67.80
Northeast Star Leasing 68.93
Peter Coggins Heating Services 22.60
Pit Stop Redemption  Inc 21.47
Quick Space 254.25
Quizno’s 674.61
Rent “N” Save Signs 423.75
Rick Ober Contractor Inc 23.73
R J Builders 125.43
Roof Masters 385.33
Sebago Outfitters 127.69
Solar Design 84.75
Sparta Vending Inc 7.73
Speedy Auto Glass 150.29
Spring Haven Services 35.03
Superior Amusements Inc 20.34
T D Roberts Property Service 195.49
TKC Remodeling 124.30
TNT Roofing 68.93
Twigs and Things 16.95
Unlimited Landscaping,  Richard Lamkin 55.37
*White Willow Farm 98.31
Windham Country Farm Center 85.88
2007
A W Richardson 96.05
A W Swett   Swett Woodworking 12.43
Advanced Landscaping, Steve Seavey 11.36
Allen Chris d/b/a CMA Carpentry 126.56
ASI  Abatement Solutions Inc 247.47
Atlantic Restaurant Services – M Weimer 36.16
Audio Design Inc – Stephen  A Crain 37.29
Aurora Farms – Catherine Kelso 83.62
Backpackers Inc - Trish Leroyer 28.94
Bacon Russell – Lake Region Construction Inc 1,237.35
Beaulieu Mike 906.26
C J Toto and Son 28.25
Champion Karate & Fitness – Darren Stevenson 80.23
Cherry’s Ice Cream – Rob Chapman 276.85
Children’s Depot – Julie Murphy 7.91
Classic Glass – Kay Sloan 16.25
Coffee Pause Co 22.60
Cone Heads Ice Cream 35.03
D & B Rental 16.95
D & J  Roofing & Siding Inc 38.42
Dave Gutter’s Butcher Shop 45.76
Dave’s Garage – David Fifield 103.96
David Billings Paving 218.09
Dell Leasing 6.40
DJ Maine – Com LLC - Jim Webb 77.97
E & B Construction – Eugene Bellanceau 319.79
Eastup Automotive 177.41
Eddie’s Automotive – Edward Lund 21.47
Emerson Dennis & Darren d/b/a Emerson Excavating 1,650.93
Equipment- Mark Reynolds 998.92
Espirit Décor – Lee Anne Debree 36.16
European Motors 167.24
Expert Tree Service 667.83
Exterior Alterations, Jeff Murphy 125.43
Floor Fashions – Michael Briggs 145.10
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Frank Erika L Esq 44.52
General Property Maintenance – Don Black Jr 98.31
Goldilon Restaurant – Jack Lee 445.22
Goslant Excavating – Albert Goslant 113.00
Green Grasshopper 11.30
Greg Smart 128.82
H & N Corp 10.42
Hair Excitement – John Langlois 47.46
Ice Cream Distributing Co – Thibodeau’s Farm 11.30
Ingraham Paving & Sealcoating  D. Ingraham 1,239.61
JHC Home Repair – James Copp 65.54
Jimino’s Motor Co 9.94
Jsd Wlding 58.08
Kid’s Stop – Lauren Baker 25.99
Knights Flooring – Andrea Knight 22.60
Lake Region Counseling – Katie Littlefield 13.56
Lauzier  Surveyor – James Lauzier 162.72
Liberty Tax Service 11.30
Lightguide Inc 23.73
Little Guy Property Maintenance c/o James E Godfrey Jr 124.30
Lobster Traps – David Sprague 284.76
Lobster Traps – Tim Strout 91.53
Lymneos Treatment Assoc – Michael Lymneos 30.51
Magic City Builders – Kevin Tibbits 97.18
Maine Street Mortgage Co Inc 53.11
Maplehurst Services 160.46
Marzilli’s Inc 342.39
Merrifield Lynn 221.48
Morrell John      DBA Morrell Construction 416.97
Moving Images 89.27
My Wish List Handyman Service 19.21
Nason Roger 22.60
National Pool & Spa - DaveWallace 377.42
New England Vending 44.07
North Star Leasing – Jackie Lee 61.02
Northeast Acadmey of Dance – Michelle Keyes 11.30
Partridge Woodworking 15.82
Peter Coogins Heating Services – Peter Coogins 19.21
Pinewood Realty – Ronald Glantz 15.25
Pit Stop Redemption Inc 41.81
Plourde Financial – Charles C Plourde 22.60
Quantitude Inc C/O Burr Wolf L 4.52
Quick Space 229.39
Rent N Save Signs – Robert Boyd 419.23
Rick Ober Contractor Inc 20.34
RJ Builders – Richard Jacobson 76.84
Ron’s Auto Sales –Ronald  Glantz 117.52
Roof Masters – David McKeage Jr 328.83
SD Libby & sons – Stephen D Libby 72.00
Sebago Dock Company 21.47
So Maine Redemption 11.30
Solar Design – Tom Peterson 83.62
Sparta Vending Inc 33.90
Spring Haven Services – Jim Maurais 29.39
Superior Amusements Inc 18.08
TD Roberts Property Sev 193.23
Tea & Coffee – Larry Frank 8.47
**Thayer Store – Judith Quimby 217.52
TKC Remodeling – Tony Mathieu 123.17
Trailer Diversified – Joe & Sheri Alger 16.95
Waste Management of Me 351.75
*White  Willow Farm – Laurie Kennedy 82.49
Windham Auto Repair Service 106.22
Windham Country Farm Center 90.40
2008
A Peaceful Place Therapuetic, April Miner 34.20
A Perfect Touch 34.20
Allen Chris 114.00
Atlantic Restaurant Services – M Weimer 43.32
Audio Design Inc 37.62
Backpackers Inc c/o Trish Leroyer 27.36
Bacon Russell, Lake Region Construction Inc 1,223.22
Beaulieu Construction - Mike Beaulieu 894.90
C J Toto and Son 28.50
Champion Karate & Fitness 70.68
Children’s Depot – Julie Murphy 6.84
Classic Glass – Kay Sloan 14.82
Concurrence LLC - Rana Enterprises LLC 927.96
Country Traditions LLC – Pamela Saunders 221.73
CPI Corp 140.22
Custom Pest Solutions - Angela & Michael Rowe 34.20
D & B Rental Inc - Douglas Griffith 15.96
D & J Roofing & Siding Inc 34.20
D & L Rogers Landscaping c/o Dale K Rogers 135.66
Dave’s Garage 148.20
David Billings Paving 210.90
DJ Maine – Com LLC - Jim Webb 70.68
Drywall Services Inc - Jeff Church 58.25
E & B Construction – Eugene Bellanceau 26.22
Eastup Automotive 173.28
Eby’s Automotive  Ronald L Eby 28.50
Eddies Automotive   Edward Lund 19.38
Ehealthpartners Inc 22.80
Emerson Dennis & Darren d/b/a Emerson Excavating 1,044.24
Equipment – Mark Reynolds 897.18
Espirit Décor – Lee Anne Debree 30.78
European Motors 172.14
Expert Tree Service 669.18
Exterior Alterations – Jeff Murphy 112.86
Fournier’s Leadership Karate 19.07
Frank Erika L Esq 76.38
General Property Maintenance – Don Black Jr 88.92
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Goslant Excavating – Albert Goslant 114.00
Greg Smart 172.14
Healing Arts & Well-Being 7.49
Henry Nelson D DMD 206.34
Highland Builders - Scott Forbes 62.13
H P Hood 22.80
Ice Cream Distributing Co. – Thibodeau’s Farm 10.26
Ingraham Paving & Sealcoating Douglas Ingraham 1,224.36
JHC Home Repair 58.14
Jimino’s Motor Co 163.02
JSD Welding 87.78
Kid’s Stop – Lauren Baker 4.56
Knights Flooring – Andrea Knight 21.66
Lampron  Energy – Dennis Dillon 9.12
Lanco Venders – Mike Lano 52.34
Lauzier Surveyor – James Lauzier 160.74
Lease Financial Group 3.42
Liberty Tax Service 21.66
Lightguide Inc 22.80
Little Guy Property Maintenance c/o James E Godfrey Jr 123.12
Lobster Traps - David Sprague 175.56
Lobster Traps – Tim Strout 54.72
Lymneos Treatment Assoc – Michael Lymneos 26.22
Lynn Merrifield 237.12
Magic City Builders – Kevin Tibbits 84.36
Marzilli’s Inc 273.60
Morrell John - DBA Morrell Construction 241.68
Moulton Motors – Lester Moulton 70.11
Moving Images – Norcia Matthew 67.26
My Wish List Handyman Service 27.36
New England Vending 44.46
Northeast Acadmey of Dance – Michelle Keyes 22.80
Partridge Woodworking 25.08
Pegs Pals & Pets 39.68
Peter Coogins Heating Services – Peter Coogins 17.10
Pit Stop Redemption Inc 37.62
Plourde Financial – Charles C Plourde 44.46
Quick Space 205.20
ReMax Advanced Real Estate 36.48
RJ Builders  Richard Jacobson 68.40
Ron’s Auto Sales –Ronald  Glantz 112.86
Roof Masters – David McKeage Jr 272.46
Scizzor Wizzards - Sumida Sferes 52.00
SD Libby and Sons 118.56
Solar Design – Tom Peterson 75.24
Southern Maine Redemption - Richard Hofsaes 11.40
Sparta Vending Inc 30.78
Spring Haven Services – James Maurais 27.36
Stiffler Builders – John F Chase 31.88
Sweet Pea Jewelry - Ashley Debrosse 11.40
TD Roberts Property Sev 173.28
Thayer’s Store - Judith Quimby 421.80
The Weede Shop 8.15
Time for Pictures 36.48
Triple Nickel Tactical Supply 191.52
TRM ATM Corporation 3.42
*White Willow Farm – Laurie Kennedy 66.12
Windham Auto Repair Service 191.52
Windham Country Farm Center 83.22
2009
Allen Chris – CMA Carpentry 89.30
AMS Popcorn Co – Nathan Charles 23.50
Atlantic Restaurant Services – Mark Weimer 44.65
Audio Design Inc – Stephen A Crain 37.60
Backpackers Inc – Trish Leroyer 24.68
Bacon Russell – Lake Region Construction Inc 1,108.03
Beaulieu Construction – Michael  W Beaulieu 891.83
Bleicken Development Corp – Eric Bleicken 23.50
Buena Fortuna Catering – Tanya Landry 23.50
C J Toto & Son – Christopher Toto 32.90
Cat Enterprises – Larry Welch 23.50
Concurrence LLC  Rana Enterprises LLC 938.83
Country Traditions LLC – Pamela Saunders 421.83
D& L Rogers Lamdscaping – Dale K Rogers 152.75
David Billings Pavings – David E Billings 229.13
DB Accounting – Diane Belanger 22.81
DGMJ Inc – David M Garry 596.82
Ding Dogs – Sara Marks 58.75
Ditchbrook CustomWoodworking – Brian Duncanson 47.00
DJ Maine Com LLC – Jim Webb 71.68
E & B construction – Eugene Bellanceau 25.85
Eastup Automotive – Edward Eastup Jr 190.35
Ehealthpartners Inc 44.65
Emerson Excavating – Dennis & Darren Emerson 983.48
Equipment – Mark Reynold 890.65
European Motors C/O H Libby 158.63
Expert Tree Service 677.98
Exterior Alterations – Jeff Murphy 101.05
GM Pollack & Sons 352.50
General Property Maintenance – Don Black Jr 79.90
Goslant Excavatin – Albert Goslant 129.25
Greg Smart 89.30
Henry D Nelson DMD 244.40
Highland Builders – Scott Forbes 113.98
Ingraham Paving & Sealcoating 1,219.65
JT Motors – Tammy Glantz 82.25
JHC Home Repair – James Copp 52.88
Jimino’s Motor Company 151.58
JSD Welding – Doug Kasernan 84.60
KTO Builders 17.04
Lanco Venders – Mike Lano 55.23
Lauzier Surveyor – James Lauzier 160.98
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Liberty Tax Service 44.65
Lightguide Inc – Jay Richardson 25.85
Little Guy Property Maintenance c/o James E Godfrey Jr 110.45
LJM Builders – Jason Manley 23.50
Lobster Traps – David Sprague 123.38
Lobster Traps – Tim Strout 49.35
Lynn Merrifield 233.83
Magic City Builders – Kevin Tibbits 70.50
Maine Bean Bakehouse & Deli c/o Pamela Saunders 1,095.69
Marzilli’s Inc 222.08
Morrell Construction – John Morrell 239.70
Moulton Motors-Lester Moulton 70.50
My Wish List Handyman Service – Scott Losciuto 27.03
New England Vending 77.55
Onsite Auto Glass 23.50
Partridge Woodworking 27.03
Plourde Financial – Charles Plourde 49.35
Quick Space 203.28
Rcn Inc – Roger Nason 23.50
Rena Enterprises 147.96
RJ Builders – Richard Jacobson 62.28
Ron’s Auto Sales – Ronald Glantz 109.28
Roof Masters– David McKeage Jr 442.98
Sam’s Smoke City – Patel Sarfarraz 23.50
Scizzor Wizzards – Sumida Sferes 88.13
S D Libby & sons – Stephen D Libby 133.95
SIC Satellite Sales – Ryan Robbins 11.75
Solar Design 74.03
Southern Maine Redemption – Richard Hofsaes 32.90
Sparta Vending Inc 280.83
Spring Haven Services – James Maurais 28.20
T D Roberts Property Service c/o T D Roberts 172.73
Thatchers Restaurant -
Thayers Store – Judith Quimby 394.80
The Independent - Donato Corsetti 27.03
Three Bay auto 117.50
Triplenickel Tactical supply 188.00
*Train Construction Sheldon C Train Jr 11.75
*White Willow Farm – Laurie Kennedy 56.40
Windham Country Farm Center – BJ & Heidi Thuotte 77.55
Windham Independent – Donato Corsetti 27.03
2010
10-8 Software Solutions - Richard E Dyke 30.76
Allen Chris 92.72
Allen Kevin 40.26
Ams Popcorn Co 24.40
Atlantic Restaurant Services 46.36
Audio Design Inc 39.04
Bacon Russell  Lake Region Construction Inc 993.08
Barriault Jane L Attorney 23.23
Beaulieu Construction 880.84
Bleicken Development Corp 48.80
Boulanger’s Earth Works 678.32
Buena Fortuna Catering 21.96
CJ Toto and Son 36.60
C & A Property Management 7.38
Cat Enterprises 36.60
CFMCO Inc 7.04
Charlie Beigg’s 399.55
Colonial Rod and Speed 76.86
Concurrence LLC 972.34
Cui Ming Inc 68.93
Custom Built Homes Of Maine 99.05
D & L Rogers Landscaping 156.16
Dave Johnson 26.23
David Billings Paving 248.88
Digital Video Magic 40.26
Ding Dogs 61.00
Ditchbrook Custom Woodworking 47.58
E & B Construction 28.06
Eastup Automotive 209.84
Ehealth Partners Inc 61.00
Emerson Excavating 1,017.48
EMS Edwards Mechanical Service 24.40
ERA Today Realty 341.95
Erika Frank Esquire 24.40
European Motors 164.70
G M Pollack and Sons 341.60
General Property Maintenance  Don Black Jr 78.08
Goslant Excavating 157.38
Greg Smart 92.72
Hanna Cumlmer Modeling and Fahion 11.03
Henry Nelson D DM 269.62
*Higher Ground Lanscaping 53.68
Highland Builders 102.48
Indopco Inc 48.80
Industrial Parkonline.com 61.00
Ingraham Paving and Sealcoating 1,204.14
J T Motors 109.80
*J. A. F. Security Service 61.00
JHC Home Repair 47.58
Jimino’s 151.28
JSD Welding 85.40
K R Stiffler Construction 24.40
KTO Builders 39.04
Lasting Impressions of Maine 13.02
Lauzier Surveying 30.50
Lewis Michael 98.82
Liberty Tax Service 57.34
LJM Builders 35.38
Lobster Traps - David Sprague 128.10
Lynn Merrifield 231.80
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Magic City Builders 61.00
Maine Motors 36.60
Maine Path and Paddle Guide’s 39.04
Marzilli’s Inc 208.62
Morrell construction 217.16
Moulton Motors 145.18
New England Vending 132.98
North Atlantic Insurance Association 13.35
Onsite Auto Glass 36.60
P & C Automotive 42.30
Patriot Mortgage 20.74
Pet Quarters 252.97
Plourde Financial 48.80
Quick Space 181.78
Rain Drop Yoga Studio 10.98
Ralph Vance Land Development 919.88
RCN Inc Roger Nason 36.60
Rena Enterprises 163.48
Ron’s Auto Sales   Ronald Glantz 107.36
Roof Masters  David McKeage Jr 424.56
Royal Technology Management 30.57
Scizzor Wizzards  Sumida Sferes 100.04
SD Libby and Sons 126.88
Sebago Basin Tile Works 42.70
SIC Satellite Sales Ryan Robbins 36.60
Signature Kitchens Tim Blackie 14.71
Solar Design   Tom Peterson 91.50
Southern Maine Redemption  Richard Hofsaes 36.60
Sparta Vending Inc 289.14
Sprinag Haven Services    James Maurais 26.84
TD Roberts Property Service 154.94
Thayer Store  Judith Quimby 369.66
The Coffee Capp   Kathleen M Locvke 24.40
The Computer Hub Jordan Benjamin & Christopher 24.40
The Electrician Ted Hassapelis 30.50
The Grotto  CNFI Corp 183.28
The Landing Restaurant 267.18
The Shelterman Inc   John Carlberg 39.04
The Siding Guy  Wayne Morse 6.10
Tim Horton’s    Shane Reagh 918.66
*Train Construction 36.60
*White Willow Farm  Laurie Kennedy 64.66
Windham Country Farm 71.98
2011
21st Century Family Fitness 1,259.34
Advance Innovations 36.14
Affordable Plumbing 40.31
Allen Chris  CMA Carpentry 105.64
AMS Popcorn Co 27.80
Atlantic Restaurant Services  Mark Weimer 47.26
Audio Design Inc  Stephen A Crain 44.48
Bacon Russell Lake Region Construction Inc 1,046.67
Beaulieu Construction  Michael W Beaulieu 861.80
Bleicken Development Corp 55.60
*BMD Automotive   Brian P Doucette 41.70
Boulanger’s Earth Works 731.14
*Breton Masonry 195.99
C J Toto & Son 41.70
C&A Property Management   Anne Daigle 41.70
Cat Enterprises  Larry Welch 69.50
City Girl Hair Design Studio 138.38
Club 302  James Lindvall 692.22
Colonial Rod & Speed 91.74
Custom Built Homes of Maine  Ron Smith 241.86
Cutter’s Edge   Joseph Mcneely 528.20
D&L Rogers Landscaping   Dale K Rogers 173.75
Dave Johnson Building and Remodeling 51.43
David E Billings 303.02
Digital Video Magic 43.09
Ding Dogs   Sara Marks 97.30
Ditchbrook Custom Woodworking 52.82
Diversified Staffing 41.70
E&B Construction  Eugene Bellanceau 44.48
Eastup Automotive 255.76
Ehealthpartners Inc  Robert Ferrell 69.50
Emerson Excavatin   Dennis & Darren Emerson 1,274.63
EMS Edwards Mechanical Service 27.80
Equip Me Bike Shop 41.70
Erika Frank Esquire 55.60
European Motors   Skip Black 166.80
Family Homestead   Lloyd Bennett 102.16
G E Miller Wood Floors  Gary Miller 20.85
*G M Pollack & Sons 358.62
Goslant Excavating  Albert Goslant 198.77
Green Leaf Buffet   Andy Chen 158.75
Henry Nelson D DMD 325.26
**Higher Ground Landscaping   Caleb Purves 20.49
Highland Builders  Scott Forves 100.08
Hoglunds Custom Cuts  Mark Hoglund 151.51
Industrail Park Online. Com  Jay Richardson 125.10
Ingraham Paving & Sealcoating  Douglas Ingraham 1,177.33
J Miller & Associates Kaleo Kristen Esq 27.80
J T Motors Tammy Glantz 125.10
*J. A. F. Security Service 69.50
JHC Home Repair   James Copp 44.48
Jimino’s Motor co 234.91
JSD Welding  Doug Kasernan 93.13
K R Stiffler Construction 27.80
KTO Builders 48.65
LaValley Lumber Company LLC 4,547.49
Levinsky’s Inc 237.69
Lewis Michael 94.52
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Little Log Cabin Learning Academy 31.97
LJM Builders  Jason Manley 38.92
Lobster Traps   David Sprague 145.95
Lynn Merrifield 251.59
Magic City Builders   Kevin Tibbits 56.99
Main Motors Don Osterbergs 83.40
Maine Path & Paddle Guide’s 40.31
Marston’s Redemption 13.87
Marzilli’s Inc 261.32
Mollie’s Bed & Biscuit Inc 43.09
Morrell Construction  John Morrell 209.89
Moulton Motors  Lester Moulton 162.63
New England Vending 133.44
North Atlantic Insurance Assoc  David Gleeson Jr 166.80
Onsite Auto Glass 45.87
Plourde Financial   Charles C Plourde 54.21
Quick space 173.75
Rain Drop Yoga Studio  Kathy Deschene 55.60
RCN Inc   Roger Nason 69.50
Redefining Yoga & Pilates  Tracy Noyes 41.70
Roof Master   David Mckeage Jr 412.83
Royal Technology Management  C/O Alex Roy 139.00
Safe Water & Air Testing  Laura Larrivee 27.80
Sam’s Smoke & Novalties   Patel Sarfarraz 83.40
SD Libby & Sons  Stephen D Libby 132.05
Sebago Basin Tile Works  Scott & Denise Dyer 47.26
Solar Design  Tom Peterson 41.70
Southern Maine Redemption  Richard Hofsaes 328.04
Sparta Vending Inc 27.80
Spring Haven Services  James maurais 298.85
Stone Dog Café  Jeff Graham 30.03
Sunovian Pharmaceuticals Inc 147.34
TD Roaberts Property Service 364.18
Thayers Store – Judith Quimby 27.80
The Grotto  CNFI Corp 227.96
The Independent - Donato Corsetti 20.85
Train Construction 41.70
White Knuckle Customs   Adam Zajac 41.70
*White Willow Farm   Laurie Kennedy 72.28
2012
21st Century Family Fitness 1,231.20
Advance Innovations - Tammy Winslow 35.63
Affordable Plumbing - Bruce Yelitz 45.60
Allen Chris  CMA Carpentry 108.30
AMS Popcorn Co 28.50
Atlantic Restaurant Services 42.75
Audio Design Inc 45.60
Bacon Russell Lake Region Construction Inc 977.55
Beaulieu Construction 736.73
Boulanger’s Earth Works 706.80
C J Toto & Son 42.75
C&A Property Management   Anne Daigle 37.05
*Carols Boarding Home 32.06
Cat Enterprises Larry Welch 99.75
City Girl Hair Design Studio 156.75
Club 302  James Lindvall 615.60
Colonial Rod & Speed 96.90
Coolcore LLC 139.65
Cooper Roofing 95.48
Custom Country Carpet & Cab 79.80
D&L Rogers Landscaping   Dale K Rogers 175.28
Dave Johnson Building & Remod 47.03
David Billings Paving - David Billings 220.88
Digital Video Magic 42.75
Ding Dogs - Sara Marks 114.00
Dirt on Cake - Emily Adams 28.50
E&B Construction  Eugene Bellanceau 37.05
Eastup Automotive 280.73
Emerson Excavating – Dennis & Darren Emerson 1,306.73
EMS Edwards Mechanical Service 42.75
Equip Me Bike Shop 85.50
Erika Frank Esquire 85.50
European Motors - Skip Black 149.63
Family Homestead - Lloyd Bennett 229.43
Feroci's - Jonathan M Braun 124.69
G E Miller Wood Floors - Gary Miller 42.75
G M Pollack & Sons 303.53
Gosland Excavating - Albert Goslant 438.90
Henry Nelson D DMD 326.33
Higher Ground Landscaping - Caleb Purves 125.40
Highland Builders - Scott Forbes 85.50
Hoglunds Custom Cuts - Mark Hoglund 139.65
*Hot Tub Repair Shop Jonathan Meehan 28.50
IndustrialParkOnline.com - Jay Richardson 1,007.48
Ingraham Paving & Sealcoating 1,007.48
J T Motors - Tammy Glantz 128.25
**J.A.F. Security Service - James Fitzgerald 55.55
JHC Home Repair - James Copp 37.05
Jimino's Motor Co 253.65
JSD Welding - Doug Kasernan 94.05
K R Stiffler Construction 17.40
Leased Equipment - Dale Morrell 417.53
Lewis Michael 76.95
Little Log Cabin Learning Academy 32.78
LJM Builders - Jason Manley 37.05
Lobster traps - David Sprague 149.63
Lynn Merrifield - Lynn Merrifield 245.10
Magic City Builders - Kevin Tibbits 45.60
Maine Indoor Garden Supply - Igor Rakuz 2.58
Maine Path & Paddle Guide’s 39.90
Marston's Redemption John & Pamela Marston 166.73
Marzilli's Inc 267.90
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Mollie's Bed & Biscuit Inc - Mary Strawn 44.18
Morrell Construction - John Morrell 178.13
Moulton Motors - Lester Moulton 165.30
New England Vending 128.25
*Pet Quarters 46.99
Plourde Financial - Charles Plourde 54.15
Quick Shift Transmission 143.93
Raezor's Salon - Rae Ann Knightly 26.07
RCN Inc - Roger Nason 71.25
Roof Masters - David McKeage Jr 394.73
Safe Water & Air Testing - Laura Larrivee 28.50
*Sanborn's Cabinets & Millworks - Tim Sanborn 188.10
SD Libby & Sons  Stephen D Libby 114.00
Season Home & Cottage - Pamela Saunders 351.54
Sebago Basin Tile Works - Scott & Denis Dyer 44.18
Sharmila Daswattley Podiatry - Dr Daswattley 71.25
Solar Design - Tom Peterson 98.33
Southern Maine Redemption - Richard Hofsaes 42.75
Spring Haven Services - James Maurais 25.65
Sprinkler Services - Marsha Westberry 67.69
Stone Dog Café - Sarah Plummer 337.73
Summit Services - Daniel Searway Jr 28.50
TD Roaberts Property Service 122.55
Thayers Store – Judith Quimby 327.75
*The Nail Spa at Turning Leaf 1.87
Train Construction - Sheldon C Train Jr 42.75
Whitney's Automotive - Jeff Whitney 85.50
2013
21st Century family fitness 1,189.24
4x4 Groupbuy.com 144.50
A&B Painting & Staining 28.90
*A-Z Automotive 144.50
*AA Lock 37.33
Advanced Innovations - Tammy Winslow 34.68
Allen Chris, CMA Carpentry 109.82
Ally Rey Photoghraphy 28.90
Atkinson Robert Jr 60.24
Audio Design Inc - Stephen A Crain 46.24
Bacon Russell 803.42
Balanced Ground Yoga 28.90
Beaulieu Construction 599.68
Black Sparrow Tatoo 86.70
Body Art 86.70
Boulanger's Earth Works 280.33
*Carol's Boarding Home 67.92
Cat Enterprises 101.15
Cleaning Genies 28.90
Club 302  Kenneth Ray 514.42
Colonial Rod & Speed 9,393.00
Compassionate Care Pet Hospital 605.45
Coolcore LLC 255.77
Cooper Roofing - Ron Cooper 82.37
*Creative Explorations Development Center 38.10
Custom Country Carpet & Cabinet 80.92
D & D Fun Zone 80.20
D & L Rogers Landscaping 174.85
Dave Johnson 44.80
David Billings Paving 212.42
Design Tech 28.90
Dirt On Cake - Emily Adams 28.90
Eastup Automotive 304.90
*Eight Corners Farm 40.46
Emerson Excavating 1,325.07
EMS - Edwards Mechanical Service 39.02
Erika Frank Esquire 86.70
European Motors 130.05
Family Homestead - Lloyd Bennett 232.65
Feroci's 244.21
Finest Kind Auto Detail 36.13
*Freedom Day Spa 2.57
G E Miller Wood Floors 43.35
GM Pollack & Sons 338.13
Goslant Excavating 368.48
Higher Ground Landscaping 127.16
Highland Builders 69.36
Hoglunds Custom Cuts 140.17
Howe Construction Inc 49.13
*Hot Tube Repair Shop 28.90
Ibcontrols 110.85
Industrial Parkonline.com 158.95
Ingraham Paving & Sealcoating 819.32
J T Motors - Tammy Glantz 144.50
J.A.F. Security Service 115.60
Jimino's Motor Co 247.10
JSD Welding - Doug Kaserman 93.93
K R Stiffler Construction 192.19
Leased Equipment - Dale Morrell 423.39
Levinsky's Inc 251.43
Lewis Michael 59.25
Little Log Cabin Learning Academy 31.79
Lobster Traps David Sprague 151.73
Lynn Merrifield 234.09
Magic City Builders - Kevin Tibbits 40.46
Maine Indoor Garden Supply 479.48
Maine Path & Paddle Guides - David Buttler 39.02
Marston's Redemption John & Pamela Marston 163.29
Marzilli's Inc 297.67
MGM Builders Inc Michael Manning 72.25
Morrell Construction 141.61
Moulton Motors   Lester Moulton 183.52
New England Vending 119.94
Northeast Chop Shop - Jason Grimes 75.14
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Northeast Wind LLC Joe Gagne 43.35
*Pet Quarters 284.67
Plourde Financial - Charles C Plourde 52.02
Raezor's Salon 57.02
Roof Masters - David McKeage Jr 371.37
*Royal Cleaning Company - Scott Butts 46.24
*Sanborn's Cabinets & Millworks 186.41
SD Libby & Sons 101.15
Seasons Home & Cottage 632.91
Sebago Basin Tile Works 41.91
Sharmila Daswattley Podiatry - Dr Daswattley 72.25
Sixth Sense Massage & Bodywork 28.90
*Sneaky Pete's Sports Bar 182.07
Solar Design - Tom Peterson 95.37
Southern Maine Redemption 43.36
Spring Haven Services - James Maurais 28.90
Sprint Nexterl Com / Property Tax Dept 160.40
Stone Dog Café - Sarah Plummer 377.15
T D Roberts Property Service 96.37
Thatchers Restaurant - David M Garry 492.75
Thayer Store - Judith Quimby 284.67
**The Nail Spa at Turning Leaf - Melinda Smith 13.60
Train Construction - Sheldon C Train Jr 43.35
*Vintage Amusement Co 28.90
Whitney's Automotive - Jeff Whitney 65.03
**Windham Residential Care - Carol Rogers 40.46
2014
4 X4 Groupbuy.com 146.70
A to Z Automotie 146.70
*AA Lock & Key Service 38.14
Advanced Innovations - Tammy Winslow 41.08
*Advanced Maine Energy  Dana Morrell 36.68
Affordable Plumbing Bruce Yelitz 46.94
*Alaina's Day Care 29.34
Allen Chris   CMA Carpentry 111.49
Ally Rey Photoghraphy 29.34
*Asyst Healthcare Services 22.00
Atkinson Robert Jr 110.03
Audio Design Inc  Stephen A Crain 51.35
**B Leavitt Moving & Trucking 15.80
B & K Construction 1,035.70
Bacon Russell Lake Region Construction Inc 29.34
*BCL Paving and Sealcoating 156.11
Beaulieu Construction Michael W Beaulieu 578.00
**Better Homes & Gardens 3.08
Boulanger's Earth Works 416.63
Bowie 'N' Dad  Scott Biller 36.68
Breton Masonry   John Breton 187.78
*Camper Richard Naomi 44.01
*Carol's Boarding Home Carol Rogers 73.35
Carpet Town  Leon Foster 86.55
Cat Enterprises  Larry Welch 102.69
Chimera Day Spa   Alice Rinier 73.35
Club 302  Kenneth Ray 469.44
Collection Solutions  Gary Worthing 36.68
Colonial Rod & Speed Michael Weeks 95.35
Compassionate Care Vet Hospital 1,003.43
**Computer Repair Service  Mathew Henick 18.87
Cooper roofing  Ton Cooper 80.69
*Creative Exploration Dev Ctr 73.35
Custom CountryCarpet & Cab 89.49
Cutter's Edge   Joseph Mcneely 677.75
D & D Fun Zone 161.37
D & L Rogers Landscaping 174.57
Dancemakers 29.34
Dave Johnson Building & Remodeling 41.08
David Billings Paving 233.25
Design Tech 29.34
Dirt On Cake - Emily Adams 29.34
Dirty Paw Dog Wash/Print House 47.68
Dust Bunnies  Shannon Verrill 36.68
Eastup Automotive 338.88
*Eight Corners Farm 33.74
Electronics & More Don Harmon 29.30
Emerson Excavating 1,480.20
EMS Edwards Mechanical Service 44.01
Erika Frank Esquire 96.82
European Motors  Skip Black 110.03
Windham Flower Shop  Rhonda Davis 33.74
Family Homestead  Lloyd Bennett 236.19
Farinella's  Krista Farinella 159.60
*Filer Fresh Coffee 17.04
*Finest Kind Auto Detail 36.68
Forever Two Wheels   Nicholas Beaulieu 73.35
Fox & Gammon Rigging 731.30
*Freedom Day Spa 146.70
GM Pollack & sons 378.49
GDL Paint 82.15
Get Hosted USA. Com 73.35
God Speed Recovey Book 29.34
Goslant Excavatin 366.75
*Hair Cuts in the Breezeway 73.35
Half Moon Antiques 51.35
Higher Ground Landscaping 142.30
Highland Builders  Scott Forbes 68.95
Hoglunds Custom Cuts 148.17
Home Construction Inc 39.61
*Home Creations for Less 29.34
Hot Tub Repair Shop Jonathan Meehan 29.34
Ibcontrols 296.33
*Imaginary Express 44.01
*In a Jam Technology 29.34
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Industrial Microwave Over Service 20.18
Industrial Parkonline.com 177.51
Ingraham Paving & Sealcoating 789.25
Innovations   Heidi Caton 24.97
*Insphere Insurance Solutions 73.35
It Link Maine Dan Doucette 44.01
J T Motors  Tammy Glantx 146.70
JAF Security Service  James & Jacqueline Fitzgerald 112.96
*Janelle No D Janelle Goff 19.80
*JGCrNa Anesthesia Jonathan Grover 29.34
*JH Jordan Hall Landscaping 58.68
Jimino's Motor Co 275.80
JSD Welding  Doug Kasernan 95.36
K J Sensei 29.34
K R Stiffler Construction 268.46
*Kristi's  Ramirez Monique 29.34
*Lake Region Eagles 30.80
*Lake Region Primary Care 940.38
*Lambford Excavation Jeff Lamb 118.83
Levinsky's Inc 275.80
Lewis Michael 66.02
*Lifetime Muffler & Brake 264.06
*Lighthouse Imaging LLC 2.28
Little Log Cabin Learning Academy 35.21
Lobster Traps  David Sprague 154.04
Lynn Merrifield 233.25
*M Wave Industries LLc 581.95
Mackenzie Robert Photography 36.68
Magic City Builders 41.08
*Maier Agency the 146.70
Maine Indoor Garden Supply 89.49
Maine Mariculture  Scott Burner 44.01
Maine Path & Paddle Guide's 44.01
*Maine Real Estate Network Will Plummer 14.67
*Maine Scrappers  Martin Iankov 29.34
Maine Street Designs Inc 36.68
*Maine Street Mortgage Wendy Merry 36.68
Marston's Redemption John & Pamela Marston 158.44
*Mary's Lawn Care & Masonary 41.08
Marzilli's Inc 333.01
MGM Builders Inc Michael Manning 80.69
Morrell Construction John Morrell 158.44
Moulton Motors Lester Moulton 205.38
New England  Special Occasion 29.34
Northeaset Wind LLC Joe Gagne 73.35
Old School Home Services David Beaudoin 36.68
*Olly and Company Patricia Kaplan 36.68
P & C Automotive Phil Adams 118.83
*Pawz & Claws Petz Tracy Bryant 41.07
*Pet Quarters 318.34
Pleasant River Properties 41.08
Plourde Financial  Charles C Plourde 70.42
Primitivce Days  Diane and Brent Day 29.34
Radio Shack  Falmouth Electronics Inc 809.44
Raezor's Salon  Rae Ann Knightly 54.28
Reliant Mortgage Co Llc 73.35
Rohan Strength & Fitness  Meredith & Robert Hanby 1,120.79
Roof Masters David Mckeage Jr 382.89
*Royal Cleanng Company  Scott Butts 46.94
Ruggiero's Pizza  Southside Premium Pizza LLC 212.72
*Sanborn's Cabinets & Millworks  Tim Sanborn 202.45
SD Libby & Sons  Stephen D Libby 111.49
Seavey's Furniture &  Appliance 271.40
Sebago Basin Tile Works Scott & Denis Dyer 38.14
Sharmila Daswattley Podiatry - Dr Daswattley 146.70
*Sinclair Research Center Dr Guy Bouchard 271.39
Sixth Sense Massage & Bodywork 29.34
**Smarties Child Care Center Martha Crockett 137.68
**Sneaky Pete's Sports Bar 163.05
*So Maine Speech & Language 8.38
Solar Design Tom Peterson 105.62
Southern Maine Business Direct 36.68
Southern Maine Redemption Richard Hofsaes 48.41
Spin Streak David Earl 36.68
*Sprint Nexterl Com / Property Tax Dept 542.79
Stone Dog Café Sarah Plummer 382.89
Superior Amusements Inc 51.35
Switch Electronics Justin Lewis 29.34
T D Roberts Property Service 92.42
Thatchers Restaurant David M Garry 459.17
Thayer Store - Judith Quimby 315.41
The Childrens Adventur Center 36.68
The Nail Spa at Turning Leaf  Melinda Smith 151.10
The Reconnection 36.68
TLC Realty  Tammy Caron 17.60
Train Construction - Sheldon C Train Jr 44.01
**Traktec Anania & Associates 44.30
Trident Fly Fishing 44.01
Up in Arms 73.35
*Vintage Amusement Co 73.35
Whitney's Automotive - Jeff Whitney 73.35
** Windham Residential Care Carol Rogers 26.88
Windham Way Motel  Robin Wescott 266.99
*Windswept Photography Peter Ingersoll 36.68
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The complete audit report for the fiscal year ending June 30, 2015, as compiled by Runyon Kersteen Ouellette, 20 Long Creek Drive,
South Portland , Maine 04106, is on file in the Town Manager’s office.  Included there in is management’s discussion and analysis.
The Financial Audit Reports for July 1, 2014 through June 30, 2015 can also be found online at www.windhammaine.us by selecting
Finance from the departments listed in the Government submenu.   Click on the Most Recent Reports link beneath the View Reports
heading on the Finance page to see all audit documents.
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